country, as my friend the Senator from Florida, Mr. Runto, from across the aisle, did, that these sanctions are a result of past crimes.

We don’t need a classified briefing to know what Russia has done in the past. To deem and to make a commitment to continuing these sanctions is tantamount to sweeping Russia’s flouting of international laws under the rug. It sort of says: Go ahead, interfere in our elections again; nothing will happen to you. It says the same to China and Iran or to any other country that might try to hack.

Secretary Nominee Tillerson has also not committed to new sanctions. Just yesterday, a bipartisan group of Senators, including the Senators from South Carolina, Maryland, Florida, California, Nebraska, introduced a tough, new sanctions-on-Russia bill for their interference in our elections. I support this effort. I believe the Senate should act soon upon it. I am very concerned that far the President-elect, Mr. Tillerson, and Senate Sessions have not endorsed these tough new sanctions.

The Senator from Florida—not from my party—also pressed Mr. Tillerson on a series of crimes committed by the Assad regime and the Russian military in Syria. These crimes have been reported in the press and detailed extensively by people on the ground and discussed at length by my friend, the Republican Senator from Arizona, Mr. McCaín. Mr. Tillerson will not even acknowledge these violations of human rights and war crimes.

Finally, I am very concerned that despite the fact that we have registered lobbying disclosures from ExxonMobil itself, documenting their involvement in lobbying against Iran sanctions, Mr. Tillerson said this morning that Exxon did not lobby on sanctions, to his knowledge.

The news on top of recent reports that Exxon avoided Iran’s sanctions by dealing with Iran and other state sponsors of terrorism through a European subsidiary. This, too, is very concerning. It raises real questions as to whether the President-elect and his Cabinet are prepared to stand up to Putin, stand up to Iran, and represent the interests of the American people and defend our democratic allies around the world.

My friend on the other side of the aisle have nearly universally criticized this President, Mr. Obama, for his policy on Syria and for not being tough enough on Vladimir Putin. Republicans have always called themselves the party of Reagan. I don’t need to remind the Cabinet if it has never addressed the international security policy challenges posed by Russia and state sponsors of terrorism like Iran and Syria. If Mr. Tillerson cannot even say that he will support the existing sanctions, what kind of Secretary of State will he be? I am worried.

Madam President, I yield the floor. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. SCHUMER. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

RESERVATION OF LEADER TIME

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, the leadership time is reserved.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE BUDGET, FISCAL YEAR 2017

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, the Senate will resume consideration of S. Con. Res. 3, which the clerk will read as follows:

A concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 3) setting forth the congressional budget for the United States Government for fiscal year 2017 and setting forth the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years 2018 through 2026.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, 3 hours of debate remain on the resolution for the majority and 3 hours of debate remain on the resolution for the minority.

Mr. SCHUMER. Madam President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. TOOMEY. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

TRIBUTE TO CHRISTOPHER GAHAN

Mr. TOOMEY. Madam President, I rise this afternoon to bid a very fond farewell to a man whom I have come to like very much and respect enormously. He is Christopher Gahan. He has been my chief of staff for 6 years. After 6 years of extraordinary service, he has decided that he is going to move on to the private sector. I want to say a few words about Christopher’s background and his contribution to my office, to our country, and the people of Pennsylvania.

Christopher is actually from New Hampshire. He is a native of Rye Beach. After growing up in New Hampshire, he earned his degree in biology at Brown University and then went on to get a law degree from Harvard. I can assure everyone he has recovered from his educational experience to a very extensive degree.

He went into law and practiced at the law firm of Latham & Watkins in Los Angeles and Washington. He had a very successful time there, but he decided he wanted to come to Washington and work in government and, specifically, work on the Hill. He went to work for Judd Gregg, Senator Gregg from New Hampshire, and Christopher Gahan. I understand he was happy that a Senate office has. He started at the very beginning, but because of his enormous talents and his ability and hard work, he relatively quickly rose and became chief of staff for Senator Gregg.

When I was elected to the Senate in 2010, I got a call within a matter of weeks from Christopher, and he said he wanted to come and meet with me and discuss the fact that I needed a chief of staff. He drove up to Allentown. We had lunch, and I decided almost immediately that this guy would do a great job. He clearly had the attributes that I was looking for.

I should also point out one of the things that are perhaps not widely known about Christopher outside of my office. One is that he is a tremendous athlete. He has been for a long time. When he was in college, he was on the varsity men’s water polo team. He was captain at Brown in the Ivy League, and to this day, he gets up at 4 or 5 o’clock every morning and usually goes for a run. He occasionally bangs out a marathon and thinks nothing of it. He has quite a diverse range of interests.

He also has a very peculiar taste in certain things. He loves all things related to cats, except the animals themselves. I don’t understand that. Maybe it is an allergy; I am not sure exactly what it is. If you look at his desk area, he has funny photos of cats, little porcelain cats, little masks of cats, and a calendar of cats. He loves all things cats, except the animals themselves. It is quite remarkable.

Having said all of that about his background, what I really want to say is how fortunate Pennsylvania and I have been to have Christopher Gahan serving in this capacity. As I said, from the day that I had lunch with Christopher, I knew he could do a great job. I knew he had that ability. I had very high expectations for what he could do, and he has exceeded those expectations every day. It has really been quite amazing. He is a very intelligent man, but more importantly, he has great judgment and a great ability to work with people.

The role he has played in my office has been absolutely tremendous. For example, he is very knowledgeable about a number of issue areas, but he always understood that his role was to help the legislative assistants who had responsibilities for those areas. Christopher’s role was to make sure that they were able to do the work they were assigned to do and to really shine from a change to grow personally. While he could have inserted himself in that dynamic, he never did. He always chose to empower...
We also eliminated the caps that were seen 30 million Americans who now had health insurance because of the creation of the Affordable Care Act.

There has been a lot of speculation about what a new version of the Affordable Care Act would look like. We did the responsible thing, I hope. But because of the bipartisan effort of Mr. Paul Wellstone, the late Senator...
from Minnesota, and Mr. Pete Domenici, the retired Senator from New Mexico—Democrat and Republican—we have included it in there. Senator Stabenow wants to make sure that whatever we write in the future is going to cover mental illness and substance abuse to the fullest extent.

Facing mental illness challenges across America, facing an opioid and heroin epidemic, we can do no less. Let me tell you a story about Lori Myers in Freeport, IL. She sent me a letter. Here is what she said:

I am writing to ask you to fight to preserve the ACA. It has literally saved our daughter Brienne.

Brienne has been insured through the ACA since its inception. . . . She has multiple health concerns and her prescriptions are insanely expensive without insurance.

Lori writes:

It is imperative that she continue to have health coverage in order to remain a functioning member of society. She has had excellent policies purchased through the Marketplace—with BlueCross BlueShield, and she receives a subsidy to assist with cost.

The increase in premiums this year was offset by an increase in the subsidy. She is actually paying $20-$30 less for her policy this year than she did last year for basically the same coverage.

Ms. Myers says:

The election of our incoming President and the Republican-controlled Congress has our family in a panic mode. Paul Ryan and company want to cut Medicare and Medicaid, and healthcare.

She makes this final plea:

I am asking you, as our elected official, to stand strong against any attempt to dismantle the Affordable Care Act and these other extremely vital programs.

What does it mean for seniors—the Affordable Care Act?

Well, the first thing it did was to start to grow in health care costs. That had a dramatic impact on Medicare and its future. Because of the Affordable Care Act and the changes it includes, which give to seniors, for example, free preventive health exams and that sort of thing, and because of prescription drugs now being covered so it does not come out of pocket for many seniors—because of these changes and others—Medicare is now financially solvent through 2026.

Obamacare, or the Affordable Care Act, added 10 years of solvency to Medicare. That is critically important. What happens when they repeal it? Because we slowed the pace of Medicare costs, seniors are now paying $700 less each year in premiums and cost sharing, on average. Premiums are down, and Medicare solvency is up. We want to repeal that?

Our health care system now prohibits insurers from discriminating based on pre-existing conditions. That family can now stay on their parent’s plans till age 26, as I mentioned. The number of young adults ages 19 to 25 without health insurance has declined by over 50 percent since we passed this bill. In Illinois, more than 90,000 young people have signed up.

Today, insurance companies are required to cover important health care for children free of charge—vaccinations, vision checks, lead poisoning screening. Of course, we ended the pre-existing condition provisions. The Republicans want to repeal this. What will they replace that with to protect children and seniors?

When it comes to women, because of Obamacare, the uninsured rate for adult women in America has declined by 44 percent. Today, women can no longer be charged more than men simply because of their gender. Our health care system now prohibits insurers from discriminating based on pre-existing conditions. Literally, when health insurance companies said being a woman is a pre-existing condition. We are going to charge you more.

Our health care system now ensures that women can get free preventive health services. Before ObamaCare, 62 percent of individual health plans did not cover maternity or newborn care. Today, it is a requirement.

So when you talk about cutting the cost of health care, what we will just take off of some of these benefits, understand what you are doing. If you take the basic maternity care out of a health insurance plan, and it is not included and it is needed, that family is going to have to bear that expense.

If they can’t pay their premiums, are they going to lose this coverage, to the people who want their guarantees built into their health insurance plans?

I can still remember—and I will bet many watching this debate can too—the bad old days when you called up that adjuster for the health insurance plan that you owned and wondered how long you were going to sit on hold for the person on the other end and if the person on the other end would even be able to comprehend what you were asking.

These sorts of things don’t need to be returned as evidence that we are making progress. If we go back to those bad old days, it is a step in the wrong direction for millions of Americans.

Madam President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Montana.

Mr. Tester. Madam President, I am not going to get into a lot of the things that Senator Durbin got into about increasing the lifespan of Medicare or repealing health care. We are going to lose this coverage to the people who want their guarantees built into their health insurance plans that was the old days. Do the Republicans want to return to that?

In the area of behavioral health, as I mentioned earlier, thanks to ObamaCare, health insurance plans now cover mental health and substance abuse disorders. The law extended protections under the Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act to an additional million Americans in private health plans. That means that insurers can no longer discriminate against individuals with mental illness or addiction.

Our health care system now prohibits insurers from discriminating based on mental health pre-existing conditions. The 44 million Americans with some history of mental illness and 20 million with a substance abuse disorder.

When you repeal this, as the Republicans plan on doing, what will they replace it with? What will they say to the families who have someone with a mental illness or someone suffering from a drug addiction?

Substance abuse and mental health disorders often present in young adulthood. That is why the provision that families can keep their kids on their plan is at the right time and the right place for many young people.

There is a long list of things that were done by the Affordable Care Act. It is one thing to campaign and say: We will repeal it. People cheer. And then you ask yourselves: What are you going to say, as some of the Republican leaders have said, to the people who are going to lose this coverage, to the people who are going to lose those provisions, to the people who are going to lose those guarantees built into their health insurance plans?
still haven’t seen a plan. I am going to tell you that if we repeal this bill without a plan to replace it, we will have big, big problems in this country. And if we repeal this bill without a plan that increases accessibility and affordability across this Nation in urban and rural and frontier areas, we will have big, big problems. I have been visiting for the last—well, it has been over a year but, more specifically, since the election, with folks across rural America on the impacts of repealing this health care bill. These are folks who work to feed our country, farmers and ranchers. These are folks who work with their hands to manufacture products that have that “Made in the USA” stamp on it. These are folks who teach our children, who help keep our families safe, who operate retail businesses on Main Street. These folks, in my opinion, are the backbone of this country.

I am proud to be a product of that rural area growing up in a town with a population today of about 600 people, so I am not here talking about what is going on in Chicago or Los Angeles or New York or any of the other big cities. I am going to talk to you about communities that you know or your neighbor; communities where you are driving down the street, and you see that pickup, and you know who is in that pickup; folks who, when you go down to the local grocery store, you know them. These are towns where often the hospital is the largest employer and it is the only source of health care, that foundation that keeps families healthy.

I am here to talk to you about how this Affordable Care Act has been so important to those families in rural areas in States like mine. By the way, all of Montana is rural.

Today, more Montanans have health insurance than ever before. That is undeniable. No one else has gained coverage by insurance companies because they have preexisting conditions like diabetes or are forced to pay high premiums because they have common ailments like high blood pressure. Children are able to stay on their parents’ insurance policies for a time until they finish their college career or launch lives of their own. Folks who have life-threatening diseases like cancer can now finish the treatments without having to pay the arbitrary copays or deductible being kicked off their insurance plan. Now they are required to be able to stay on it. And seniors can get out of the prescription drug doughnut hole faster, which was costing them millions of dollars each and every year. In fact, since the ACA was signed into law, Montana seniors alone have saved $56 million in prescription drug costs and there is enough money in the bank, as I said in my opening, to keep Medicare above water through 2028.

These reforms have made incredible impacts on people in rural America. But don’t just take my word for it; listen to everyday Montanans. I have been traveling across that State, hearing their stories, hearing their struggles, hearing their successes.

Just this weekend, a man stood up at a public forum I was hosting in Missoula and talked about how the ACA saved his life. He told me that he had had a heart attack the previous week. He was home and started having some chest pains. He picked up the phone, called his doctor—a doctor who he had known—to the insurance he received under the ACA. Luckily, he survived his heart attack, was able to get the treatment he needed, and was able to come to my roundtable that I had in Missoula. He told me: I know myself, if I did not have insurance, and I could not afford to get it without the ACA, I would not have called the doctor, and I would have died. As pointedly as that, he would have died.

I have traveled around Montana. I have found that this story is not unique. I went to the coffee shop in Havre—population 8 to 10,000—where seniors have told me that they no longer have to choose between prescription drugs and heating their homes.

I can take you to the grocery store in Great Falls, where a man came up to me and said: “I finally have peace of mind that I won’t lose my home if I get sick.”

Or I can introduce you to my best friend growing up in Big Sandy, who now lives in Seattle, who no longer can be denied coverage due to the fact that he has diabetes, a preexisting condition.

These are real success stories and real-life impacts across Montana and across this country. But rather than build on the successes of the ACA and fix the problems with the ACA, there are folks in this body who want a full-scale repeal, ignoring any of the progress made.

They want to go back to the old health care system. And here is what that would look like in Montana: 152,000 Montanans with preexisting conditions will be at risk of losing their health care plans; 61,000 Montanans enrolled in Medicaid—just in the last year because that is when the Medicaid expansion actually went into effect—will lose their health care coverage. Montana seniors will lose help paying for their prescription drugs. Insurers will be allowed to subject every Montanan to lifetime and annual caps on their coverage. And women will lose important protections that prevent them from being charged more for coverage than men.

It doesn’t stop there, folks. Their plan to repeal health care coverage without presenting a replacement doesn’t just impact families. It will wreak damage on our rural hospitals and clinics too.

I will tell you that if we lose these hospitals and clinics—and we all know how rural America is drying up—it is another nail in the coffin of rural America. Folks will not be able to live there if they are over the age of 50 because they will have no access to health care.

The Affordable Care Act has provided rural hospitals and clinics a level of care that, quite frankly, they have never had before. Every day in rural communities, folks rely on their local hospitals and clinics for everything from basic checkups to emergency treatments. I know. And as folks have told me, they have tried to know that they can visit their hometown provider without being forced to travel long distances.

But if folks in Congress take us back to the old health care system, they put these local hospitals and clinics at extreme risk.

Take Mineral County in Superior, MT. The county is home to just over 4,000 people—not a lot by national standards but a lot by Montana standards—nurses, schoolteachers, construction workers, all folks who want reliable access to affordable care. According to the Mineral County Hospital CEO, a repeal of the ACA would mean a real loss to that community. The hospital would be probably shutting its doors.

Without a hospital in that community, folks would be forced to travel over 100 miles to deliver their baby or take an expensive air ambulance ride, which is a whole other problem, for emergencies that come down the pike, like a broken arm. And if I am a new parent or senior, I will not be taking the risk of moving closer to a hospital. But there are a lot of folks who can’t afford to leave their homes—in some cases, homesteads, where their families have lived for generations—to move somewhere closer to medical care.

I can tell you that in my small community, there are a lot of folks, who, when they hit age 65, have to move to a bigger town to be able to have access to the kind of specialty care they need. You cannot move that age down to age 50 if we lose these hospitals in these rural areas. These rural hospitals not only keep patients alive; they keep communities alive too. A repeal of the ACA—I am told by the hospitals—would kill those rural hospitals which, as I said before, would be another nail in the coffin of rural America.

Let’s take, for example, the Billings Clinic, which is Montana's largest health care provider. They are responsible for innovating and providing critical resources to rural areas through things like telemedicine. But the Billings Clinic will not be able to make this large-scale impact anymore if the patients are forced to pay their medical bills because they lost their access to Medicaid, cost-free preventive care, or insurance from the marketplace. Repealing the ACA will restrict their ability to provide quality care and jeopardize their standing as a pillar in Montana.

It is not just hospitals either. It is community health centers serving over
100,000 Montanans every year, fully one-tenth of our population. They are at risk of losing 70 percent of their Federal funding.

Let me repeat: If health care progress is repealed, the community health centers in Montana will be at risk of losing 70 percent of their Federal funding. These devastating impacts are not unique to Montana, but this is how it is going to play out across this country in rural areas with hospitals and clinics—more uncompensated care, more trips to the emergency room without insurance, more hospitals facing the grim reality of having to close their doors.

Oftentimes I wonder if it really matters to Congress. It looks as if they intend to go through with their plan, which will have devastating impacts on the patients, and, by the way, it will have devastating impacts on their taxpayers.

Repealing this health care coverage without a replacement will add an additional $350 billion—$350 billion—to the deficit and the debt over the next 10 years, and this budget resolution will saddle the next generation with an additional $9 trillion in debt over the next decade.

You know, it is amazing. When I came to this body, there were folks talking about the debt all the time. In the last 2 years, I have heard little talk about the debt. With the exception of RAND PAUL, everyone who was supposedly a deficit hawk voted to increase our deficit and debt by $9 trillion over the next decade. This would push our national debt to nearly $20 trillion by 2026. I stand with RAND PAUL on this one. Hamstringing the next generation with additional debt is unacceptable, especially when you are taking away their health care coverage to boot.

As folks try to jam this bill through Congress, I have rarely heard a peep about this increase to the deficit. Oh, my, how times have changed.

The folks who are normally card-carrying Members of fiscal restraint are now swiping the credit card of the next generation. I dare those Members to go back home and tell their neighbors that you are going to take away their health coverage, and, oh, by the way, you are going to add about $9 trillion to the debt too. Try to do that with a straight face.

I will be the first to tell you that the ACA isn’t perfect. I have heard that also from Members across Montana. Costs have gone up. Premiums are rising. Many hard-working middle-class families cannot afford health care. That is unacceptable. So we ought to do something about that.

Let’s hold health insurance and drug companies accountable. Let’s put patients before profits. But I am telling you, repealing all the progress we have made will not do that. We need to build on the successes we have had in the last few years, not tear them down.

Members of this body, quite frankly, this is not just a debate about health care. It is a debate about our economy, our growing deficit, the foundation of our rural communities.

The folks in this Congress who are pushing to repeal without a replacement will kick families off their health care, close down rural hospitals and clinics, and add $9 trillion to the debt if they succeed.

Rather than go down this dangerous path, I have a suggestion. Let’s roll up our sleeves and work in a bipartisan manner, make sure every American can afford—maybe—maybe, to lower the cost of care, to bring down prescription drug prices. I will tell you, I am willing to work with anyone: Republican, Democrat, Independent, Libertarian, whoever wants to have a serious conversation about improving our Nation’s health care system. But I am not going to allow folks in this body to take us back to the old days, the days when our friends and families couldn’t afford to get sick.

Members of the Senate, it really is time to listen to the people, on the ground. We have an opportunity to build on the progress we have made, and work towards a bipartisan solution that will work for the backbone of this country, the folks in rural America.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. TILLIS). The Senator from New York.

Mrs. GILLIBRAND. Mr. President, I rise in favor of amendment No. 82. This amendment would make it so anyone in Congress trying to destroy the Affordable Care Act would not be allowed to touch women’s health care services.

I have been listening to my colleague from Montana and my colleagues in the other State’s talk about health care in our country, and after many hours, I am worried there is a lack of concern. I am worried there is a basic lack of empathy of what is going to actually happen to millions of Americans, and I am particularly worried about what happens to their children and their families. So I want to spend a moment just talking about what the ACA actually provides for women and what actually will happen when it is no longer there.

I am very concerned that we are barely 1 week into the new Congress and too many of my colleagues have already made it clear that their most urgent priority this year is to take our country back to its darker days when women couldn’t afford coverage and charged higher health care premiums just because they are women. I am outraged by this, and I stand with millions of American women and men, moms and dads, sons and daughters who are outraged too. The Affordable Care Act uniquely gave women access to health care on a level that was unprecedented. In fact, 9.5 million more women now have access to basic health care because of that law.

In my State alone, thanks to the Affordable Care Act, women can now have access to contraceptive care, cancer screenings, and mammograms. Millions of women who were pregnant or survived diseases like cancer are able to keep seeing their doctors without fear that their health insurance companies will take it away, but too many people in this Chamber don’t seem to understand that consequence or seem outraged too. After years of talking about it, some of my colleagues now seem determined—even entitled—to take away this lifesaving health care for millions of women.

The election in November was not about women’s health care. No one came to Congress with a mandate to take away women’s access to mammograms and cancer screenings, but now we are one big step closer to once again making it impossible for millions of American women to see a doctor when they need to in order to access basic medicine and reproductive health care services so they can live healthy, happy, productive lives. For some, there is a very real risk that if they do get cancer or some other life-threatening disease, they will have to declare bankruptcy just to pay for the health care they need. This is something we must stand together to stop. It will show the American people that we understand what it is happening to them. The consequences are too real and too dangerous, and for too many families the consequences are actually life or death.

We should never go back to the days when insurance companies can tell a woman: You are no longer economic for us. We can’t make money insuring pregnant women. We cannot go back to the days where insurance companies can tell a breast cancer survivor to go elsewhere because their insurance costs too much. I don’t think we can ever go back to the days when insurance companies can simply charge women more for the same plan than men. We should not turn back women’s basic health care rights.

My amendment makes it very clear that the Senate would be forbidden from directing the committees to cut funding for basic women’s health care services. It would prohibit the women’s health care protections we put into the Affordable Care Act would stay there and women would have access going forward. It protects vital services such as these screenings and comprehensive reproductive care that millions of women in my State rely on.

If my colleagues destroy the Affordable Care Act, it will have real, direct, and painful consequences for a lot of women and the families who love them. I think it would be what we call the ultimate overreach by Congress, and it would take years to fix.

I urge my colleagues to not let these protections be taken away from American women and the families who love them. I urge the Senate to see the danger in what we are doing.

Mr. SCHUMER. First, Mr. President, let me thank my dear friend and colleague from New York, not only for her
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great remarks today and her amendment but for her passion, intelligence, and success in fighting for equality for women. I very much appreciate those efforts.

SENATOR BOOKER’S TESTIMONY BEFORE THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

Right now Senator Booker, my friend from New Jersey, is beginning his testimony before the Judiciary Committee. Senator Booker sought to testify before this panel, and it was unprecedented and all of Senator Booker is a leading voice, not just in this caucus but in this body, on civil rights and so many other issues. He speaks with a passion and eloquence and intelligence on these topics and with a knowledge and depth from which we all benefit.

I regret that a sitting U.S. Senator has to fight to earn the right to speak at the Judiciary hearing on Thursday, and I regret the manner in which he was treated—he and his colleagues from the House—being placed on the last panel today. Traditionally, Senators want to speak early on. That was the case, and I am glad he is testifying.

He is speaking right now, and I would urge all and all of America to tune in and watch because what Senator Booker has to say will be very important for all of us to hear.

I thank the Presiding Officer, and I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. WHITEHOUSE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

CLIMATE CHANGE

Mr. WHITEHOUSE. Mr. President, I have crossed through and beyond 150 “Time to Wake Up” speeches. People sometimes ask me how I come up with the material. It is actually easy, even weekly. After week after week, because it only takes reading the news. If we look back at the headlines and dubious milestones of 2016, we find plenty to talk about.

Last year was hot. NASA and NOAA are expected to certify later this month that 2016 was the hottest year in recorded history, exceeding the previous record set by 2015 and the previous record set by 2014. What this means is, 2014, 2015, and 2016 have each succeed the last as the three hottest years on record.

The United Nations World Meteorological Organization found that the world was 1.2 degrees Celsius or over 2 degrees Fahrenheit warmer in 2016 than was before the Industrial Revolution and the dawn of wide-scale fossil fuel use.

We are careening closer and closer to the 2-degree Celsius mark which scientists say brings, to quote Donald Trump in 2009, “catastrophic” and “irreversible” climate effects.

In 2016, climate change continued to make some places almost unrecognizable. Up north in the Arctic things got bizarre. Thermometers spiked in mid-November to almost 35 degrees Fahrenheit warmer than normal, with a 37-year low in the nearby sea ice. The peaks were about 50 degrees above normal, and scientists actually saw the ice actually rose above freezing at the North Pole. Imagine, the snow was actually beginning to melt at the North Pole just as Santa was loading his sleigh with Christmas gifts.

In the United States, undersea forests of once colorful coral stood bone white as the Great Barrier Reef experienced the greatest bleaching and coral die-off on record. What happens is that the superwarm water stressed the corals. That forces them to expel the tiny algae that lives symbiotically with the coral, providing them their food, and that is what gives coral reefs their beautiful color and their life. When the algae go, the structures turn ghostly white. They often do not recover.

It is not just the Great Barrier Reef. My clips today included a story from Japan, whose biggest coral reef has just been determined to be 70 percent dead.

The researchers in Australia found severe bleaching throughout the Great Barrier Reef. The Guardian reported in March that 3,000 individual reefs [had] been touched by bleaching, and almost a quarter [had] been killed by this bleeding event.

By November, around two-thirds of the northern portion of the Great Barrier Reef had died, with some atolls suffering complete devastation. Warming is at the heart of that catastrophe. We also know from the physical laws of thermal expansion that as ocean water warms, it does something else. It expands. The oceans also are taking in melting water from our shrinking glaciers. Together, those factors are causing sea levels to rise worldwide. Last year was the warmest year on record according to the National Academy of Sciences predicted that at our current pace, over 90 percent of the world’s coastal areas will experience almost 8 inches of sea level rise by 2040. Year 2040 is not that far away. On the Atlantic coast of the United States, it will be more than 15 inches. By 2040, a house that you bought on the coast today could be literally underwater before you paid off your 30-year mortgage. The real estate business is starting to talk about that.

Zillow, the online real estate marketplace, has released a tool for users to show how potential sea level rise by 2100 would affect the over 100 million U.S. homes in its database. Around 1 in 50 homes underwater or just under 2 million properties, will find their ground floors underwater by 2100 if we don’t get ahead of this. Thirty-six U.S. cities would be considered “completely lost” by those teeth—“completely lost” and around Christmas it actually happened. These 300 cities would lose at least half their homes. This doesn’t even include commercial or public properties.

Government-backed mortgage giant Freddie Mac is girding for broad losses from climate-driven flooding. “The economic losses and social disruption may happen gradually,” it wrote in an April 2016 report, “but they are likely to be greater in total than those experienced in the housing crisis and Great Recession.”

Let me say that again. The economic losses “are likely to be greater in total than those experienced in the housing crisis and Great Recession.”

The report says some of the effects of climate change may not even be insurable and, unlike our 2008 housing crash, owners of homes that are subsumed by rising seas would have little expectation of their homes’ values ever returning and, therefore, little incentive to continue to make mortgage payments through the crisis, and that, in turn, adds to steeper losses for lenders and financially imperiled Americans.

Remember that Donald Trump signed, along with his children, this full-page ad in the New York Times in 2009. Here is what it said, speaking as Americans:

We must embrace the challenge today to ensure that future generations are left with a safe planet and a strong economy. . . .

He said to the President in this advertisement:

We support your effort to ensure meaningful and effective measures to control climate change, an immediate challenge facing the United States and the world today.

It went on:

Please don’t postpone the earth. If we fail to act now, it is scientifically irrefutable—

Let me repeat his words—scientifically irrefutable that there will be catastrophic and irreversible consequences for humanity and our planet.

That is what Donald Trump and his family said in 2009 ad, “catastrophic and irreversible.”

We have been warned.

President-Elect Trump also pledged to “drain the swamp” here in Washington of corporate insiders and special interests. But we don’t see that. We see an alligator pack of climate deniers, oil executives, and Koch brothers flunkies nominated to fill his Cabinet, his White House, and his executive agencies.

The Koch brothers, Exxon, and other special fossil fuel interests stand on one side. On the other side stand our military, our National Labs, and NASA. That is the choice: The fossil fuel guys, led by the Koch brothers and ExxonMobil, and the whole array of phony baloney front groups that they have stood up to try to mask their hand, or the virtually science establishment of the world, every Nation, our military, our National Labs, and all of our universities. Who are you going to believe?
The ones with the huge conflict of interest or the people who know what they are talking about?

Well, too many people in this room have made the wrong choice, but we need to fix it.

In Rhode Island, some good things happened last year. After over 8 years of work, we have the Nation’s first offshore wind farm. Thirty megawatts, five turbines came online in December 2016—the Block Island Wind Farm. I am proud of Rhode Island for getting it done. I am proud of Rhode Island for establishing a process for siting an approval that is now a national model. It is part of a transformation that happened, emphasized in 2016, and that was jobs in the renewable energy industry taking off.

At the end of 2016, we had 400,000 wind and solar jobs, and by 2020, that number is expected to be 600,000. As employment climbs in these industries, costs for renewable technologies continue to drop faster than for fossil fuels. Last year we saw new records for electricity generation from renewable sources. Texas wind generation hit a record 15 gigawatts in December of last year, meeting 45 percent of the State’s power needs. 30,000 megawatts installed and another 5,000 megawatts under construction.

In Iowa, MidAmerican Energy is planning to add 2,000 megawatts of new wind by 2019. Once installed, 85 percent of the energy MidAmerican generates will be renewable.

We continued to make real progress internationally in 2016 as well. Earth Day was the signing ceremony for the historic Paris climate agreement. Nearly 200 nations pledged to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. By October, we met the threshold for ratification of that agreement, when over 55 countries officially joined, and the agreement was fully adopted in November.

Just this week, over 630 companies and major investment firms, with a combined 1.8 million employees and $1.15 trillion in annual revenue, called on President-Elect Trump, as in Congress, and global leaders to continue to participate in and implement the Paris Agreement to “create jobs and boost U.S. competitiveness.”

This is the business community saying that the Paris Agreement will create jobs and boost U.S. competitiveness.

Signatories included food giants General Mills, Kellogg’s, Campbell’s Soup, and Mars; apparel companies VF Corporation, Nike and Levi’s; and other corporate heavy weights like Monarch, AEP, Intel, and Johnson & Johnson.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the “Business Backs Low-Carbon USA” letter be printed in the RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks. I hope President-Elect Trump will heed this call from the leaders of the business community.

Closing word: Secretary of State Kerry, in addition to providing great leadership through this, has also started doing something that I know is precious to him and that is important to me and many of our colleagues; that is, to give self-sustaining global attention they deserve. In September, more than 90 countries convened here in Washington for the Our Ocean Conference. Nations, nonprofit organizations, foundations, and big corporations all came together pledging over $5 billion for marine conservation efforts to protect more than 1.5 million square miles of ocean. Secretary Kerry secured the legacy of the Our Ocean Conference by locking in hosts for the conference for the next 3 years.

So 2016 was a year of worsening climate effects but also of heartening climate action. The dramatic changes in the Earth’s climate are now undeniable, but so is the growing spirit of action among men and women of good conscience across the United States and around the world. One can hope that 2017 will be the year when we in this Chamber finally wake up.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

BUSINESS BACKS LOW-CARBON USA
DEAR PRESIDENT-ELECT TRUMP, PRESIDENT OBAMA, MEMBERS OF THE US CONGRESS, AND GLOBAL LEADERS:

We, the undersigned members in the business community of the United States, reaffirm our deep commitment to addressing climate change through the implementation of the historic Paris Climate Agreement.

We want the US economy to be energy efficient and powered by low-carbon energy. Cost-effective and innovative solutions can help us achieve these objectives. Failure to build a low-carbon economy puts American prosperity at risk. But the right action now will create jobs and boost US competitiveness.

We call on our elected US leaders to strongly support:

1. Continuation of low-carbon policies to allow the US to meet or exceed our promised national commitment and to increase our nation’s future ambition
2. Investment in the low carbon economy at home and abroad in order to give financial decision-makers clarity and boost the confidence of investors worldwide
3. Continued implementation of the Paris Agreement, in order to provide the long-term direction needed to keep global temperature rise below 2°C

We call on our elected US leaders to strongly support:

1. Continuation of low-carbon policies to allow the US to meet or exceed our promised national commitment and to increase our nation’s future ambition
2. Investment in the low carbon economy at home and abroad in order to give financial decision-makers clarity and boost the confidence of investors worldwide
3. Continued implementation of the Paris Agreement, in order to provide the long-term direction needed to keep global temperature rise below 2°C

We support leaders around the world as they seek to implement the Paris Agreement and leverage historic opportunity to tackle climate change.

22 Designs, 3P Partners, 3Sisters Sustainable Management, LLC, 475 High Performance Building, Network, Aztlan Pizzeria, Abt Electronics, Abundance Food Coop, Acer America Corporation, Ac-
Colorado Division of Insurance canceled an additional nearly 250,000 plans for the same reason.

Again in 2015, Coloradans were made abruptly aware of the failures of ObamaCare when another 190,000 more plans on the individual and small group market were canceled. In total, according to the Congressional Research Service, over 750,000 health insurance plans were canceled in Colorado between 2013 and 2015.

The promise was that if you like your health care plan, you can keep it was so bad—that promise was so broken—that the fact-checking organization PolitiFact named it the “Lie of the Year” for 2013. PolitiFact didn’t really need to name it the “Lie of the Year,” because over 750,000 people in Colorado got a letter in the mail telling them it was a lie.

Broken promise No. 2 from ObamaCare: Americans were told that the Affordable Care Act would reduce costs for consumers and our government. In fact, President Obama said that under his new health care law, a typical family would save up to $2,500 a year on premiums by the end of his first term. Look it up on video, on YouTube, and you can probably find his first term. Look it up on video, on YouTube. However, hit with the rising costs, Coloradans became acutely aware this too was yet another broken promise. Statewide, premiums in Colorado will rise by 20.4 percent on average for plan year 2017 on the individual market. In Western Slope, that number is even higher in some of the more rural areas, like the Western Slope of Colorado. Where is the Western Slope? That is what most people think of when they think of Colorado, an area with mountains, forests, and great beauty. That area has been hit harder than many areas across the country with higher premium increases.

A year prior to this next plan year, in 2016, the Colorado Division of Insurance reported that on the individual market rose a whopping 25 percent on the Western Slope, plus the higher than 20 percent premium increases.

One woman living in Colorado on the Western Slope saw her premium rise from just a little over $300 a month to $1,828 per month, or nearly $22,000 a year. Here is her quote:

It’s actually like another mortgage payment. I have friends who are uninsured right now and they can’t afford it. Insurance is hard up here.

That is the Western Slope of Colorado, where people have seen mortgage-payment-size health insurance bills being added to them because of a bill that the President promised would lower their health care costs.

An increase of nearly 26 percent is devastating for most families, but in 2014 an Americans for Prosperity study showed that nearly 150,000 Coloradans saw their health insurance become 77 percent more expensive. As a result of these sharp increases in prices and coverage have left Coloradans reeling, and we have a duty—a duty—to make sure we provide them with the financial relief they deserve and the health care we know we can put together.

Broken promise No. 3 of the Affordable Care Act was the menu of options that was promised—the choices that Coloradans would enjoy to choose from would be right around the corner as a result of the Affordable Care Act, Coloradans again found that wasn’t true. Of the 64 counties in Colorado, 14 counties have only one carrier to choose from and 29 counties have only two plans for the year 2017 on the individual market. We can see the plans right here. That is the western part of Colorado that I was talking about seeing such high premiums—77 percent and a higher percentage next year. Here, we can see counties with only two carriers to choose from, and 14 counties only have one to choose from.

So the President’s signature health care law failed in this respect to create the menu of options, but it did succeed in creating monopolies.

President Obama also insisted that competition would increase through consumer-run coops. The Federal Government spent a great deal of money to prop up the consumer coops and to make sure they had the marketing in place. Over 80,000 Coloradans felt the impact of the broken promises when the Colorado health coop was declared to be insolvent by Colorado insurance commissioner Marguerite Salazar. Eighty thousand people had their insurance coops declared insolvent because of the poor Affordable Care Act law.

Not only did the failure of this promise leave 80,000 people scrambling to find coverage, but it forced the coop to default on its Federal startup loan, valued at $1.6 million. So over 80,000 people were out of coverage because of the failure of the Affordable Care Act, and $72 million went out of the American taxpayers’ pockets because of the Affordable Care Act—money the American taxpayers will never see again. What is more, it cost taxpayers nearly $40 million to shut the coop down. Of the 23 original coops, only 6 are remaining and 17 consumer-run coops as a result have failed. The one coop insurers received a total of roughly $2.5 billion in loans under the Affordable Care Act, and only 6 remain. That means that even more money the American people gave to this government were good steward of—through their hard-earned tax dollars, through those premiums tax dollars will never be seen again. This is an unacceptable and egregious use of taxpayer dollars.

But the careless spending under ObamaCare doesn’t just stop there. An audit was released 2 weeks ago by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector General, and it found that Connect for Health Colorado, Colorado’s State exchange,
misspent and mishandled nearly $9.7 million in grants to establish its marketplace. The audit concluded by recommending that the marketplace be required to repay the $9.7 million identified by the Federal Government. The audit found that Connect for Health Colorado did not adequately document $4.4 million improperly transferred costs totaling nearly $300,000, and made $164,000 in overpayments to subgrantees without identifying a reason.

Furthermore, Connect for Health Colorado spent more than $211,000 in bonuses to executives without providing performance evaluations. The kicker on the $211,000 in bonuses—the largest of which was $18,900 for the CEO—back in 2013, when the exchange was trying to get started, was that the then-CEO of Connect for Health Colorado wanted a raise even though the exchange had enrolled far fewer than half the people it was supposed to. So we have an executive asking for a raise in an exchange that hadn’t even met the lowest of the low predictions for what it would do. Here we are, with a new audit from the Office of Inspector General saying that $9.7 million was fraudulently spent. To quote a member of the board at the time:

Given the poor performance for the first two months of enrollments, I think it’s incredibly audacious for the executive director to request a salary increase.

I think most people would feel like if you’re a CEO and you are significantly underperforming the goals you helped set, then you layer on that the money comes from public funds, I think it is highly inappropriate.

I have heard colleagues in the House and the Senate talk about how CEOs are overpaid for the work they do. If the stock prices are low or dividends aren’t there, then they shouldn’t be as highly compensated as they are. But here we are, a government-funded program from the Colorado health exchange and others around the country using Federal dollars to give bonuses to people who aren’t even meeting the basic projections they were supposed to. It is an unacceptable use of funds.

But the problem is that it is not just funds wasted somewhere else. It is funds wasted that came from the American people’s pockets—hard-earned dollars that are being misspent.

The Affordable Care Act has had a negative impact on business owners and individuals. Let’s talk about some of the effects on businesses. I will share a letter given to me, from a small business owner to his customers, letting them know how the Affordable Care Act impacted his prices.

Dear Valued Customer,

These are not easy times. It seems to be a problem all over the U.S. So now we have the double whammy on the American consumer. Not only are they required by law to buy insurance they can’t afford, but they then go buy consumer goods whose prices have increased as a result of the Affordable Care Act. So they are squeezed at home because they have to pay higher insurance premiums—thanks to the broken promises of ObamaCare, thanks to the lack of choice they have with ObamaCare. Now they have to pay higher prices at the grocery store or the implement dealership—wherever it is—because they have had to increase their prices—the people who make those goods, the people who manufacture those goods, the foundries, the equipment dealers. They have to pay for their insurance premiums that they are required, under a broken law, to search and find.

But it is important that we talk more than just about the business impact of the Affordable Care Act, be cause, day after day, I hear stories from Coloradans who have felt the brunt of ObamaCare’s failures. Whether it is letters or emails to the office or whether it is town meetings across Colorado, people share, and I wish to take this opportunity to share some of these from my constituents that demonstrate the impacts of ObamaCare.

A letter I received from an individual residing in Aurora, CO, said:

Cory—As a business owner who pays for my own insurance, ObamaCare is not working. Last year, my premium went up 20% for less insurance with a higher deductible and less coverage.

This year we just got a cancelation notice that our insurance plan will no longer be offered and we must start looking for a new plan yet again.

I read that more and more insurance companies are pulling out of the Colorado marketplace. The system is broken, it has only cost us more and more money for lower quality health care.

Please—do everything you can to stop this failed program.

That is from a Coloradan who has struggled under the burdens and broken promises of ObamaCare.

Let’s talk about a letter we received from a family living in Lafayette, CO.

I have a “Bronze” HSA plan covering myself, my wife and my two daughters.

I just received my renewal notice from [the] insurer informing me that my premium for 2017 will increase by 36.9%.

To put that in perspective our family went from $1,200 per month or $14,400 per year to $1,667 or $20,000 per year.

While the premium increasing, the benefits are reduced as annual deductibles for individual and family plans are increasing to $5,000 and $10,000 respectively. This is unconscionable.

The cost of my health insurance coverage has more than doubled in the last three years and benefits have reduced with each successive premium increase.

The ACA needs to be repealed immediately!

That is a letter from a family of four who saw a dramatic increase in price, both from the amount they pay every month to nearly $20,000 a year, to a deductible that has gone from $5,000 to $10,000.

Here is another story from a young woman residing in Colorado Springs, CO:

This is the third time since 2010 that I will be losing my health insurance plan because of ObamaCare.

This is the third time. Do remember the promise that if you like your plan, you can keep your plan? This woman from Colorado Springs already had her plan canceled three times.

Now I am losing the option of being in the plan I want to be in.

There is the second promise—that if you like your plan, you can keep your plan; you get the choice of keeping your doctor—broken promises.

I must settle for being in an HMO, and still pay 400% what I was paying for premiums in 2010.

I also just learned that my carrier is raising rates by 25% next year on the individual market.

My premiums are already four times higher than they were before the Affordable Care Act. My deductible and out of pocket amounts are also much higher.

ObamaCare is nothing but a heavy tax for us. Our income doesn’t quality us for an ObamaCare credit.

Since our premiums have quadrupled I figure we are now paying for the insurance for three or four other families when we pay for our premiums.

I am very disappointed in Congress for letting this go on and on and on.

Year after year now my premiums skyrocket and I have fewer choices in plans. Pretty soon there will be no incentive left to work hard and earn money in this country.

The government will take it from you and give it to them (to spend irresponsibly in Washington, DC).

To this young woman in Colorado Springs, we are doing something—finally. Last year, we put on the President’s desk a repeal of ObamaCare, and of course it was vetoed. But this week, we will be able to start the process to repeal and replace ObamaCare, signed into law by a President who will indeed sign it.

Another story I would share from a family in Fort Lupton, CO:

It is impossible to afford health care for us.

We are right above the Medicaid limit by $800, and my husband has gone without health care for 2 years. They keep taxing him high.

Soon we will be a family of 4 with no health insurance. We will be paying so much to afford health insurance we will struggle to buy food. We need help and we don’t know where to find it.

These stories demonstrate what Americans are experiencing as a result of ObamaCare and its broken promises. No family should have to decide between purchasing health coverage and putting food on the table. Owe it to these struggling families—stories we just heard, about anyone who is sick or might get sick—to roll up our sleeves.
and provide real solutions and to recognize that the Affordable Care Act was a failure, it caused calamity, and it continues to destroy and crush our health care market.

ObamaCare was a poorly designed law that was rushed through Congress on the most partisan of votes. Its nearly 20,000 pages of regulations have had a devastating impact on many hard-working Americans. That is why I will continue to work hard to find solutions that will relieve the financial burden this law has imposed on Coloradans and Americans throughout the country.

We need a health care system that promotes competition, increases flexibility, encourages innovation, and puts Americans back in control of their health care—one that gets “Dr. Congress” out of the picture, one that safeguards the doctor-patient relationship, preserves Medicare for our seniors, and one that protects the most vulnerable among us.

I will continue to fight for all of those in Colorado and across the country who are looking for real health care reform, and I look forward to working with my colleagues in Congress to do so.

We have a chance this week to act, and I look forward to replacing ObamaCare with something that actually fixes and makes this system work again.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. COR- TON). The majority whip.

Mr. CORNYN. Mr. President, soon the Senate will vote to repeal ObamaCare. That is for at least two reasons. One is that ObamaCare has been an abysmal failure when you look at the promises that were made to sell it and actually what has been delivered in terms of higher premiums, higher deductibles, and more challenges for ordinary Americans. Many Americans now find that their deductible is so high that they are effectively self-insured.

I remember like it was yesterday—actually, it was some 6 years ago—that President Obama said: If you like what you have, you can keep it, in terms of your health coverage. He said: If you like your doctor, you can keep your doctor. He said: The average family of four would see their premiums go down by $2,500.

None of that has proven to be true. ObamaCare was sold under false claims, false promises. We know that many headlines today demonstrate that premiums are higher than people can afford. They can’t keep the insurance plan they had and they liked, and they have to go find another doctor, sometimes as often as each year because the insurance coverage they have is no longer being written because insurance companies simply can’t survive in this marketplace. In many instances, they end up having to leave rural parts of the country, particularly rural parts of places like rural Texas.

A lot of this has to do with redtape. A lot of this has to do with the companies that have been forced to pass along higher costs to consumers or leave, and that is exactly the sort of thing that happens when the government intervenes in the marketplace, unintended consequences.

I mentioned increased rural access to health care. That was actually supposed to be one of the selling points of ObamaCare, and now it is just another policy that has truly failed. Even so, even having acknowledged some of the failures of ObamaCare themselves, our Senate Democratic colleagues are refusing to acknowledge the catastrophe they created because this law was passed on a purely partisan basis, without any votes on the other side of the aisle, and signed by President Obama into law without any participation by Republicans. Now, having created this mess—creating this crisis really—they made clear they were afraid of fixing the problem. Apparently, they would rather ignore the harmful effects brought about by ObamaCare and try to then assign blame to those who are trying to rescue the American people from the failure of ObamaCare.

We are confident the American people know the truth. They know President Obama made promise after promise to get ObamaCare passed. They know he reality is a lot different, and it is a lot different than he painted. In my mind, such widespread public deception amounts to nothing more and nothing less than a simple case or, actually, I should say a colossal case of consumer fraud.

In my former job as attorney general of the State of Texas, we had a consumer protection bureau that went after scam artists and others who deceived the American consumer, Texas consumer, and promised them one thing and delivered another. That is nothing more or nothing less than what happened here where President Obama promised the American people the moon when it came to health care, and they found out that those promises were hollow indeed.

That is why the American people want ObamaCare to become a thing of the past. One recent poll showed that about 8 out of every 10 Americans wanted to change the law in significant ways or stop it replaced altogether. The truth is ObamaCare is a terrible law that continues to hurt many American families trying to get by.

Americans all around the country are asking for help, asking for relief from this terrible law, and demanding a better health care system that actually delivers results, not just empty promises. We can’t get to that replacement until we actually repeal ObamaCare, which will start with the budget resolution we will pass this evening or late tonight.

This is not a rushed or hurried response; it is merely the first step in a deliberative process that Republicans in both Chambers of Congress have been working on for years. The only difference is now we will soon have a President in office who understands that people are hurting, asking for change, and are in need of promises that are actually delivered.

It is not too late for our Democratic colleagues to work with us to get this job done and move forward with a solid plan that helps all Americans. I understand the temptation, after creating legislation that created this crisis, to now say it is your baby, you deal with it and they try to assign blame if things don’t work out exactly the way we hope. The fact is, we always do better here, and the American people are always better served when we try to work together in a bipartisan way, on a step-by-step basis, to deliver on the promises we made.

This budget resolution that we will be voting on tonight is not about Medicare. It is not about cutting health care for millions of people. Rather, the opposite is true. We are actually going to try to save the American consumer from falling through the cracks or finding out that the changes that have been made to them are simply not true or that they are burdened with health care policies that they simply can’t afford.

What we are about is getting rid of a failed policy that now 6 years in is still making life harder for millions of Americans. I am eager to make sure we keep our promise. That is the second part of this. We promised the American people that if they gave us an opportunity to elect a new President, by retaining the majorities in the House and the Senate, as they have, that we would deliver by repealing and replacing ObamaCare. That starts with tonight’s vote.

NOMINATION OF REX TILLERSON

Mr. President, this morning I had the honor of introducing Mr. Rex Tillerson, President-Elect Trump’s nominee to be Secretary of State, at his confirmation hearing before the Foreign Relations Committee. I was joined by my colleague Senator Cruz from Texas, former Senator Sam Nunn, and former Secretary of Defense Mr. Gates. All of us said that Mr. Tillerson is an inspired and outstanding appointment by President-Elect Trump.

I have come to learn that Mr. Tillerson is a person whom I both respect and admire the longer I have gotten to know him. He has proven over his decades-long career in the top echelons of a large global company that he has what it takes to represent the United States on the world stage. True, to this point, his responsibility has been toward shareholders of the company he has represented, but I have every confidence he can transfer that same sort of diligence, that same sort of efficiency, and those relationships, from which a large multinational corporation has benefited, now to the American people, and the United States. After all, it is in the national interest that we, as Congress, do our job on behalf of the American people. That is why I look forward to working with my colleagues in Congress to ensure that we do not have another您的问题。
States of America can resume its place on the world stage with him as our top diplomat.

I said before that one of my biggest frustrations with the current administration is that it regularly ignores our allies while intentionally propping up our enemies. I have every confidence that Mr. Tillerson will flip that narrative, and he will help the United States regain our leadership role in the world by unapologetically supporting our allies and reasserting our presence in the world.

NOMINATION OF JEFF SESSIONS

Mr. President, let me add, today we are engaged in the second day of hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee regarding the nomination of Senator JEFF SESSIONS, our colleague of longstanding, to be U.S. Attorney General.

Some people who haven’t had the benefit of working with Senator Sessions know him by his record. Frankly, given some of the testimony, I don’t recognize the person who is being described by those who, for various reasons, are opposing his nomination. We know that he has an outstanding record of service, both to the people of Alabama, to the United States as U.S. attorney, and then in the U.S. Senate for the last 20 years.

It is ironic that we are having a hearing today where the Senate Judiciary Committee on the qualifications of Senator Sessions to serve as Attorney General, a committee on which he has served for 20 years. Our colleagues across the aisle don’t have to have a hearing to know JEFF SESSIONS because they already know him well. They know him to be a man of honor, a man of principle, a man who is true to his word, and who believes, above all, that the role of the Attorney General is to enforce the law—something we have not seen in the last 8 years during the Obama administration, where the Justice Department has become a political arm of the White House.

I have every confidence that Senator Sessions, as the next Attorney General of the United States, will restore the reputation of the Department of Justice and the Office of Attorney General to one that respects the rule of law and dispenses justice under the law.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, over the past few days, we have been listening to the health care horror stories from across the country, such as families earning an annual income of $50,000 who opted for high-deductible coverage and are facing up to $6,000 or, in one case, $10,000 of out-of-pocket costs before even health care begins. That is not affordable insurance.

Nearly 7 years after the enactment of ObamaCare and 3 years into implemen-
tation, one thing is crystal clear: ObamaCare has failed, but Republicans are working to fix the damage. Over the past several years, it is clear that this law is simply unworkable for millions of hard-working Americans. In 2014, many of us predicted that premiums were soaring, and health care choices were disappearing, but the answer isn’t to ignore the problem. With ObamaCare getting worse by the day, it is time for us to act. The repeal resolution we are debating this week promises relief from ObamaCare and provides the tools necessary to immediately repeal this failed law while ensuring a stable transition period to a patient-centered health care system that gives Americans access to quality, affordable care. The resolution includes instructions to authorizing committees so that repeal legislation can move through a fast track process and pass with a simple majority in the Senate and House. These instructions ensure that the tools will be allowed to be immediately on the intent of sending legislation to the new President’s desk as soon as possible.

Headlines from across the Nation highlight the urgent call to action. The Los Angeles Times says: “ObamaCare Premiums Set to Rise Even for Savvy Shoppers.” The Wall Street Journal says: “Insurers Move to Limit Options in Health-Care Exchange Plans.” The Baltimore Sun says: “Marylanders face hefty rate increases for ObamaCare.” The Omaha World Herald says: “Health insurance rate increases may have some Nebraskans in sticker shock.” The Miami Herald says: “Florida’s ObamaCare premiums to rise average 19 percent in 2017, the State says.” And the Bergen County Record says: “New Jersey left with just two ObamaCare health providers for 2017.”

My own State of Wyoming is down to one insurer in the individual market, which on top of all of this, is a national scandal. We have heard from people who talked about counties where there are no insurers. We have heard people talk about the costs they have both for the premiums and the deductibles. And just talking about the premiums, in New Mexico they had some counties where the average cost of a house payment is less than the monthly cost of their health care—much less, about 50 percent less in one instance.

It is also important to look at the facts surrounding ObamaCare. Some on the other side of the aisle like to focus on how many people are insured under the law, but let’s look at how many are not insured. Almost 28 million Americans remain without insurance under ObamaCare. Even with insurance, many still can’t afford the care due to surging deductibles. If you can’t afford the deductible, you really don’t have insurance. If you can’t afford the insurance, you seem to just pay without getting much at all. It is kind of like buying a bus ticket, but when you show up for the trip, they tell you that to get a seat, you are going to have to spend a little bit more, and then you have to chip in for the gas.

For years, Republicans have pledged to repeal this disastrous law. Passing this resolution is just the first step in keeping that promise, clearing the way for reconsideration of repeal legislation that will be signed into law by the new President. While providing immediate relief from ObamaCare, Republicans will ensure it is a stable transition in which those who have insurance will not lose access to health care coverage. This will allow the Nation to move to a patient-centered health care system that gives hard-working Americans access to quality, affordable care. The goal is a more modern health care system where there is innovation to improve the health of all Americans, where people can afford the care they need, and where families have a more direct say over their own health care decisions.
Unwinding partisan gridlock to make these changes will not be easy. As I noted in my earlier remarks, our Nation has made great strides in improving the quality of life for all Americans, but these transforming changes are always forged in the spirit of bipartisanship and cooperation. We still need health care reform, but it has to be done the right way. Passing this resolution will start building a bridge from ObamaCare’s broken promises to better care for each and every American.

Mr. President, I yield the floor. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. CARPER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. CARPER. Mr. President, I come to the floor with a lot of other folks to talk about the health care in this country. I think one of the goals we all share—and maybe we are not sure how to get there or how to make sure that everybody who needs access to health care has it, that it is affordable, and that they get reasonably good quality, whoever they are and wherever they come from.

When I was a naval flight officer, we used to fly a lot of missions out of Japan during the Cold War. I have a special interest in Japan, and I like the folks there. They are pretty remarkable in what they have achieved over the years. One of the things they have achieved over the years is providing pretty good health care for a fairly modest amount of money.

We started working on the Affordable Care Act 7 or 8 years ago. One of the things I learned about Japan was that they were spending 8 percent of their gross domestic product for health care in their country. We were spending 18 percent. As it turns out, they were getting better results. They had lower rates of infant mortality and higher rates of longevity. People lived longer. Newborns died less frequently than we did. On top of all that, in Japan they covered everybody. Everybody was covered for health care. We had about 40 million people—over 40 million people at those times—here with health care coverage. It was to get into an emergency room of a hospital, try to get in line, and get someone’s attention.

I know how smart the Japanese are, but I don’t think they can be that lucky. I think it is because they had a goal of making sure everybody in this country had universal health care. A lot of folks talked about it and maybe tried to do something. The first time we had a serious effort to do that was during the Clinton administration, not led by President Bill Clinton but led by First Lady Hillary Clinton. What she came up with and worked on was something called HillaryCare.

The Republicans came up with an alternative to HillaryCare. It was introduced by the Republican Senator from Rhode Island, John Chafee—a really good guy, a very able guy. I actually served with his son Lincoln in the Senate. But in 1993, 1994, when most people focused on HillaryCare, John Chafee introduced legislation in his state. And the Chafee Legislation was the idea that everybody had to get coverage.

Second was the employer mandate, which basically said that employers had to provide health care coverage for their employees—maybe not for everyone, maybe not the smallest businesses—but getting employers to meet what Senator Chafee and other Senators thought were the employers’ obligations, their responsibilities.

In the Chafee legislation there was a ban on preexisting conditions.

In the Chafee legislation there were subsidies for purchasing insurance. Purchasing it where? Purchasing in State exchanges. The idea of creating large purchasing pools—there were folks who didn’t have health care coverage who could get their health care coverage in a large purchasing pool. If their income was low or relatively low, they would be eligible for tax credits to buy down the cost of their health care coverage. They would get theirs from the exchanges and the purchasing pools.

Those were all ideas in Senator Chafee’s legislation in 1993. Do you know what? I am a Democrat and probably shouldn’t say this, but I thought they all made sense.

The legislation didn’t go anywhere. In the end, HillaryCare didn’t go anywhere. But long before we had serious debate on the Affordable Care Act, people were talking about the same thing. You go over here—RomneyCare. In 2006. Individual mandate: Got it. Employer mandate: Got it. Ban on preexisting conditions? Yes. Subsidies for purchasing insurance? Yes. Establish State purchasing groups? Yes. Those are all in RomneyCare.

I have always given Governor Romney credit for the idea of the individual mandate, but apparently that was wrong. It was in Senator Chafee’s legislation as well. Governor Romney took the handoff, if you will, from Senator John Chafee and introduced what they called RomneyCare in Massachusetts. It was introduced in 2006.

When it first was introduced, they had real good success in getting people covered. It was successful in terms of getting people covered. Where they were not so successful initially was affordability. They had to work on affordability. Part of the problem there was that they took a while, younger people who did not think they needed health care coverage because they were young and invincible. It took a while for them to start. They said: The plan keeps going up year after year after year. Maybe I should get some health care coverage and not pay the fine. Ultimately, I think RomneyCare did a much better job on affordability.

If you take those five key provisions, the individual mandate, employer mandate, ban on preexisting conditions, subsidies for purchasing insurance, and establishing the State exchanges—key provisions in the Chafee bill—they are in RomneyCare. Believe it or not, they are in the Affordable Care Act.

I know some of our Republican friends think that nobody listened to them when we wrote the Affordable Care Act. Actually, these are your ideas. These are your ideas. Some of the provisions are in the Affordable Care Act that our friends across the aisle have been most critical of are things that were originally their idea—originally their idea.

Then we changed this thing. Senator Sanders who has joined us on the floor. We added to that. We expanded Medicaid. We said to States—we didn’t make them expand Medicaid, but we said: If you do, the Federal Government will pay the lion’s share of the increased costs in Medicaid. I think initially maybe 24 States signed up and said: We will do that, including the District of Columbia. Later on, another seven or so, eight States—I think Indiana is one of those that decided, under then-Governor Pence, to expand Medicaid up to about roughly 135 percent of poverty from maybe closer to 100 percent of poverty for most States.

That is a little bit of a good history lesson. I think we have another chart we can look at. It is a pie chart. Sylvia Matthews Burwell came by—the Secretary of Health and Human Services came by a month or two ago and talked to our Democratic Senate caucus. One of the things she said to us that I thought was especially informative was she talked about this pie chart.

What she said is: Think of this pie chart. It includes about 300 million Americans who get health care, at least those who get some kind of health care other than emergency room. She told us that roughly half of the people, a little bit more than half of the 300 million people among the Americans who get health care—a little over half, 57 percent—get their coverage through employer coverage. The other roughly 22 percent—that is this area, sort of the brown area—is Medicaid and...
the S-CIP program, the Children’s Health Insurance Program, a bipartisan idea. Bill Roth worked on that, the Clintons, and others. I even worked on it as Governor. About 15 percent—this area right here, the green—is Medicare. Then down here you have the individual markets, the marketplaces, and so forth.

There are roughly 5 or 6 percent down here where people are getting their coverage. A lot of the attention, a lot of the criticism of the delivery of health care in the last 6 or 7 years by our friends on the other side has been down here with the marketplaces, the exchanges. Those were their ideas.

One of the nice things the Affordable Care Act has done—not many people know this—but the Medicare trust fund, which is in danger of running out of money, the life of that trust fund has been extended by 12 years because of the Affordable Care Act. The Medicaid pieces have been—the Secretary of Health and Human Services, Sylvia Matthews Burwell, has negotiated with a number of Governors to try to give them the opportunity to sort of customize their Medicaid programs.

I think maybe in Indiana they wanted to have a small copay for the people who participated in Medicare. That is what they got. So it is not all one size fits all, but there is some differentiation between Medicaid. Now we have roughly two-thirds of the States that have signed up for Medicaid expansion.

So that is just a little visual. Do we have another chart here? The question is, Who gets hurt by repealing the Affordable Care Act? If we just repeal the Affordable Care Act, and we don’t replace it at the same time we repeal it or change it, a lot of people will get hurt, including a lot of people who are in the exchanges and getting health care coverage maybe for the first time in a long time, and actually folks who are not in the exchanges, people who get their health care coverage in all kinds of ways, including employer provided, Medicare, and Medicaid, or privately purchased.

We don’t need the kind of uncertainty, the lack of predictability that would be created by repeal without having a very clear picture of what we are going to replace it with at the same time—not a year from now, not 2 years, not 3 years, not 4 years from now but at the same time. That is what we ought to do.

I will close with this. I note one of my colleagues from a big State up to the northeast of us has a few things he wants to say. I welcome hearing him.

My dad used to say to my sister and me when we were kids growing up, a little younger than our pages—we would do some bone-headed stunt, and he would say to my sister and me: Just use some common sense. That is what he would say. Just use some common sense. He said it a lot. We must not have had much.

Well, just repealing the Affordable Care Act and not having something to replace it with immediately that provides coverage just as good—affordable, comprehensive coverage—that would not be very good common sense. We can do better than that. We can do better.

I hope our Republican friends, with this rush to judgment to repeal and replace 2 or 3 or 4 years down the line, can come around and say: No, that does not make much sense. I hope they will listen to some of their colleagues and some of the rest of us who say: If we are going to repeal the Affordable Care Act, let’s know what we are going to replace it with, and make sure we do that on day one.

With that, I am happy to yield the floor to my friend from Vermont.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, I thank my friend from Delaware for yielding. When we talk about the health care crisis in this country, it is not just health care, it is also the outrageous high cost of prescription drugs. I know in my State of Vermont, and in fact throughout this country, millions of people today are unable to afford the medicine they need.

In fact, almost one out of five Americans who go to the doctor and get a prescription are unable to afford to buy the medicine their doctors prescribe. Frankly, that is insane because what happens if you don’t take the medicine your doctor prescribed, often you are going to get sicker. Sometimes you may die. Sometimes you may end up in the emergency room. Sometimes you may end up in the hospital.

Well, I am happy to yield the floor to my friend from Vermont.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, per-

haps people then will ask a simple question: How does it happen? How does the same exact same medicine sold in the United States sell in countries around the world for a fraction of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug Name</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>CAN</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>SPAN</th>
<th>NETHERLANDS</th>
<th>U.S.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENBREL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELEBREX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIBLANA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAYNE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLEEVECT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMIRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INXERT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I happen to live 50 miles away from the Canadian border. A number of years ago, I took a busload of Vermonters across the Canadian border, not just to do some sightseeing in Montreal, which is a beautiful city, but to go there to purchase the same exact medicine that Vermonters, many of whom were dealing with breast cancer, were buying but yet buying it in Montreal, Canada, for a fraction of the price they were paying in the United States.

In fact, on that particular trip, many of the women who were dealing with breast cancer purchased the medicine they needed for one-tenth of the price they were paying in Vermont—one-tenth of the price. Let me take a moment today to review the costs of some of the exact same drugs sold in the United States compared to their costs in Canada.

Here in the United States, EpiPen, as we all know, costs more than $600 a set. That price has skyrocketed in recent years. In Canada, the same exact set costs $290, less than half of what we pay in the United States.

Crestor, a popular drug to treat high cholesterol levels, is $730 here but $160 across the border. We are not talking about generics. We are not talking about another drug. We are talking about the same exact same drug manufactured by the same exact company.

I may be mispronouncing it, but I think it is Abilify, a drug for depression, is more than $2,600 for a 90-day supply in the United States but only $436 in Canada.

I can go on and on and on. By the way, let’s be clear—

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD a chart of drug prices around the world which will show that prices in the United States are not only almost always higher than in Canada but higher than in the UK, Spain, and the Netherlands as well.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, perhaps people then will ask a simple
the price that we have to pay? The answer is severalfold. No. 1, we are the only major country on Earth, of course, that does not have a national health care system guaranteeing health care to all people. We are the only major country on Earth not to have that.

As part of that problem, we are the only major country not to negotiate drug prices with the pharmaceutical industry. You can walk into a drugstore today, and the price could be double or three times what you paid a year ago. There is no law to stop them. They can and they will raise prices as high as the market will allow. If people die as a result of that, not a problem for them. If people get sick, not a problem for them.

Perhaps next to Wall Street, the pharmaceutical industry is the most powerful political force in this country. They have spent more than $3 billion on lobbying since 1998, and they have 1,400 lobbyists on Capitol Hill. We have 100 Senators. There are 435 Members of the House. Yet the drug companies have 1,400 lobbyists on Capitol Hill. They all go to legislators all over the country in every State capital.

These are no small-time lobbyists. These are former leaders of the Democratic Party, leaders of the Republican Party, people who have enormous contacts. So the drug companies are able to raise prices to any level they want because we as a nation, uniquely among major nations, do not negotiate prices with them. The reason we do not negotiate prices with them is they got lobbyists and they make very hefty campaign contributions to make sure Congress, in fact, does not pass legislation which will lower drug prices in this country.

The pharmaceutical industry is an industry that is not only incredibly greedy, but they have a business model which is largely based on fraud. Like Wall Street, their business model is largely based on fraud. Almost every major drug company, not widely known—but almost every major drug company in this country—multi, multibillion-dollar corporations—have been fined for illegal activities and for cheating consumers in our country and all over the world.

Since 1991, with lax enforcement—it is not like we have a vigorous Attorney General’s office that really goes after these guys. With relatively lax enforcement, the companies have been paying fines for years since 1991 have paid over $35 billion in fines or reached settlements for fraud and misconduct. Imagine that. This is just when they are caught, and I suspect that most of the times they cheat, they pay no penalty—but $35 billion in fines or settlements since 1991 from the major drug companies in this country.

Let me give you just a few examples of some of the settlements and fines the major drug companies have made in recent years.

In 2013, the Justice Department ordered Johnson & Johnson to pay $2.2 billion in fines because they recklessly promote drugs for uses that have not been proven to be safe and effective.

According to the U.S. attorney handling the case, Johnson & Johnson’s promotion of Risperdal for unapproved uses threatened the most vulnerable populations of our society—children, the elderly, and those with developmental disabilities.

In 2010, AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals paid $21 million to resolve allegations that it illegally marketed the antipsychotic drug Seroquel for uses not approved as safe and effective by the Food and Drug Administration.

In 2009, Eli Lilly was fined over $1.4 billion for its off-label promotion of another antipsychotic product known as Zyprexa. According to Federal investigators, Eli Lilly’s “illegal activity increases patients’ costs, threatens their safety and negatively affects the delivery of healthcare services to the more than nine million military members, retirees and their families who rely on TRICARE.”

Very interestingly—and I am sure many of the Members saw it—President-Elect Trump had a press conference this morning. In his press conference, he said that pharma is “getting away with murder.”

Mr. Trump: Pharma is “getting away with murder.”

Do you know what? Mr. Trump is exactly right. Pharma is getting away with murder. Pharma has gotten away with murder for many decades.

The interesting issue is, with a Republican President-elect telling the truth, that pharma is getting away with murder, will the Republicans, will all the Democrats have the guts finally to stand up to the pharmaceutical industry and their lobbyists and their campaign contributions and fight for the American consumer and end the disgrace of how our country pays, by far, the highest prices in the world for prescription drugs?

The good news is—I say to my fellow Republicans and to Democrats—the good news is that tonight you are going to have that opportunity, because as part of the so-called vote-arama, I will be offering a very simple amendment which I hope wins strong bipartisan support. In fact, there have been a number of Republicans over the years—in the House and in the Senate—who have supported the concept of re-importation for many years.

What this amendment will do is allow pharmaceutical distributors and pharmacists and those involved in the pharmaceutical industries—those people who sell drugs—to import low-cost medicine from Canada and other countries which will be FDA-approved.

In other words, all over this country people ask a very simple question: We can eat fish and vegetables that are grown somewhere else, but we cannot get into this country brand-name prescription drugs manufactured by some of the largest drug companies in the world from an advanced country like Canada? The reason we can’t do that is for one reason and one reason alone, and that is the power of the pharmaceutical industry.

I would hope that tonight, both Democrats and Republicans will stand together and demand that this country be able to import safe, low-cost medicine from Canada and from other countries.

I should also mention that I will be introducing legislation with Representative ELLIjah Cummings from Maryland in the coming days on this very issue, on the issue of reimportation and also another issue that Mr. Trump touched on, I believe, today: and that is, the need for Medicare and the government, in general, to negotiate prices with the pharmaceutical industry. The VA does it. Clearly, Medicare should be doing it as well. I believe we are going to have an amendment on the floor tonight, I hope people support the amendment. I will be introducing legislation on that issue as well as reimportation.

When we talk about the health care crisis in America, one of the issues of the day is to move more American citizens and their families to have not only health insurance but also to move more American citizens and their families to not only major countries but also to other major countries, do not negotiate prices with the pharmaceutical industry. The VA does it. Why should Medicaid be reimportation?

Let me speak about per-beneficiary payments. For those who are in the Federal Employees Health Benefits Plan, the Federal Government makes a per-beneficiary payment to the insurance company to cover that Federal employee. For those States which have a Medicaid managed care company contract, the State makes a per-beneficiary payment to the Medicaid managed care company. That is a per-beneficiary payment. The reason I like this is because, inherently, the dollar follows the patient.

Now we are speaking about this in the context of a Medicaid reform program. Why should Medicaid be reimported? That is the question. Let’s speak about our current Medicaid system. It is bankrupting States and the Federal Government.
In 2009, for the first time, the amount of money spent by States on Medicaid exceeded what they spent on education. Ever since then, Medicaid’s expenditures are going up, and education expenditures are going down. Despite all this, this cohort’s outcomes are improving. Medicaid typically pays physicians below their cost of seeing a patient.

I pointed out in my speech yesterday that the week ObamaCare passed the House of Representatives, Robert Pear, the Washington journalist, wrote an article in the New York Times following cancer patients on Medicaid in Michigan. What Mr. Pear found was an oncologist who had so many Medicaid patients she was going bankrupt. Indeed, she had to begin to discharge those patients from her practice because she could not pay her bills. We tracked down one of those patients who was featured, and she died 2 weeks after being discharged from the practice.

Medicaid pays so poorly that physicians cannot afford to see large numbers. That said, it isn’t just an anecdote from this New York Times article. There is a study out of MIT for the National Bureau of Economic Research, I believe it is, that found that with all the money spent on Medicaid, the beneficiary only receives 20 to 40 percent. The rest goes to institutions.

If we speak about a per-beneficiary payment, substantially all of that money goes to the patient. Under the current scenario, out of an MIT study, only 40 percent goes to the patient.

Go back to the oncologist who couldn’t afford to see the patients because her reimbursements were so low. What if the rest of that money, which was not being attributed to the patient, instead could go to pay her doctor, then the patient would have never been discharged.

By the way, on average, States spend 17 percent of their State dollars on Medicaid. In my own State of Louisiana, and in my State this has increased, nearly doubling from the year 2000.

Let’s go back to the per-beneficiary payment, where the dollar follows the patient. Under the current scenario, out of an MIT study, only 40 percent goes to the patient.

We looked up the SEC report for a Medicaid managed care company, and the Medicaid expansion population, they get $6,000 per enrollee. I just met today with an insurance company that was discussing the rates they are going to give on the exchanges next year. It is going to be roughly $5,500 per enrollee will be a year’s premium.

So think about this. Those in the Medicaid expansion population have more Federal dollars going to support them than those citizens, those fellow Americans who are receiving their insurance on the ObamaCare exchanges. Yet we are discussing the rates they are going to give on the Medicaid patients that they have problems accessing specialists.

There is more money in Medicaid than in the private insurance market, but the Medicaid patient can’t see a specialist because the patient’s specialist is being paid below cost and cannot afford to see the patient. There is something incredibly wrong here.

By the way, I should also point out that in States in which Medicaid is expanded, another MIT study found that 60 percent of those who go on the Medicaid expansion dropped private insurance—dropped private insurance—which means they go from kind of paying their own way to the taxpayer paying for it.

My own State of Louisiana recently expanded Medicaid. It might not have been 60 percent of those on the Medicaid expansion dropped their insurance, but the chief insurance company that I think about 70 to 80,000 people dropped private insurance to go on Medicaid; 60 or 70 or 80,000 people stopped paying for themselves and asked taxpayers to pay for them.

The point is, if you are the person going on Medicaid, you no longer have a deductible or a copay. I understand ObamaCare exchanges have $6,000 deductibles, and maybe that is what they did to do, in which Medicaid is expanded, another MIT study found that 60 percent of those who go on the Medicaid expansion dropped private insurance—dropped private insurance—which means they go from kind of paying their own way to the taxpayer paying for them.

What I do is encourage that there be a per-beneficiary payment, that the money follow the patient. Again, for those who say it is some terrible thing to have a per-beneficiary payment, they are ignoring all the evidence of how it is good. Think of the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program. Probably if somebody is watching on C-Span what their own policy they get through their employer, the employer pays the insurance company a certain amount of money per employee and per employee family member.

We could also do what Indiana has done. In their Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0, they made per-beneficiary payments, if you will, to Medicaid enrollees, giving them a health savings account and covering the insurance expenses. They found that the Hoosiers who enrolled in this used 40 percent less charity care than those with traditional insurance. These are all Medicaid patients.

Folks say: Oh, my gosh. Health savings accounts and per-beneficiary payments can never work for the poor.

In this case, 70 percent of those enrolled in this program were below the Federal poverty level. Yet, nonetheless, they contributed to their own HSA. They continued making those contributions and altered their behavior to become more cost-conscious, better consumers of health care.

I always say don’t underestimate patients. In my own practice, for 30 years, I worked in a hospital caring for the uninsured, and although the uninsured don’t have some of the advantages in life that others have, they can take care of themselves. They know what is right and wrong in terms of their own interests.

So let’s make those per-beneficiary payments. Let’s not be distracted by those who somehow make this a bad thing. Let’s believe in the American people that they can make their own health care and that they don’t need a Washington bureaucrat to tell them how to live their health care lives.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia.

Mr. ISAKSON. Mr. President, first of all, I want to acknowledge the great intellect that the Senator from Louisiana brings to the debate, the experience he has in the health care field, how much I personally have learned from him on the committee in the work we do, and the contributions he makes to the Senate.

I rise to talk a little bit about how we got to where we are today, what we are about to do, and where we need to end up. It will be short, and it will be sweet, but it will be to the point.

I was here in 2009 when we passed ObamaCare. In fact, as the Presiding Officer will remember, it was at 9 o’clock in the morning on Christmas Eve in 2009, I opposed it at that time for a particular reason. The reason was that I saw it driving us toward a single-payer health care system, which I personally opposed. But the votes were there. It passed, and it passed on the promise that if you liked your doctor, you could keep him; if you liked your insurance, you could keep it. And because everybody is going to be insured, rates will go down and everything is going to be wonderful.

What has happened over the last 8 years has been pretty incredible. Rates have gone up tremendously. People have not been able to afford their insurance. We find ourselves on the cusp of being forced to a government single-payer health care system because the private markets are collapsing.

In my State of Georgia, where we have 159 counties, up until this year everyone had access to health care. We had 6,300 providers providing health insurance. Today in 2017, 96 of our 159 counties have one carrier. Next year half of them will be down to no carrier, and we will be forced into a system that we don’t like but we have to live with it. And because everybody is going to be insured, rates will go down and everything is going to be wonderful.
A couple in their sixties had a similar plan but were just outside the subsidy limit of $96,000 for their family. So they are paying over 50 percent of their income for health insurance.

Hard-working families deserve better. Although President Obama promised this law would reduce premiums and make health care more available, it has done the opposite. ObamaCare is unsustainable. Now, that is the practical thing that is exactly what got us to where we are today.

We are in the process of attempting to get the budget reconciliation act before us so that we can repeal ObamaCare, but we must also talk about what we replace it with because repealing it without a replacement is not an acceptable solution. It is not a solution. It is a conundrum.

We must prioritize returning the oversight of individual markets to the State level and deny them with the flexibility to design their Medicaid programs in ways that enable them to cover most people and tailor benefits to meet the needs of the unique population characteristics.

We have proven in the past that regulation by the State insurance commissioners work. We need to return association health plans to be competitive in the United States. We need to allow the sale of interstate insurance across State lines and stop the prohibition against that. We need to open the opportunity for entrepreneurship in the private sector to fill the void that is being filled by the vacuum that has been created by the mandates of ObamaCare.

We need to also preserve those things in ObamaCare that made sense—pre-existing condition, absolutely; insurance coverage up to the age of 26 while staying at home with a parent, absolutely. Those things can be done, and we ought to do them because they were the right thing to do when we did them, and they are the right thing to preserve. It is absolutely essential that we see to it that we return insurance to the private sector and regulation to the States. If we fail to do so, we will have higher premiums or no premiums at all and no plans at all.

So as we talk about repealing, we must also end up landing on a replacement. It is unsustainable and impractical, and it is wrong for us to say we are going to repeal ObamaCare without replacing it with a plan that we know will work and have the opportunity to address that which caused ObamaCare to happen. Let’s fix the breaks that have taken place. Let’s bring back competition, State regulation and authority, and let’s see to it that health care is affordable. It is important for us to do it. It is essential for us to do it, and I plan to commit myself to seeing to it to do my part to repeal ObamaCare. We replace it with a sustainable program, we return to the State level wherever possible, and we see to it that Americans have health insurance coverage at a competitive and fair price.

I yield back.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan.

Ms. STABENOW. Mr. President, I want to talk specifically for a few minutes about mental health care and the new opportunity it be offered tonight. But I do want to start off by stepping back for a moment and indicating that, from my perspective, I know those of us on the Democratic side of the aisle understand that we have work to do together to continue to bring down costs for health care and, in some areas where there is not enough competition, in fact, to create that competition. Affordable health care is the goal for all of us. I have concerns in looking at my small business community that we continue to do things that support them. That is different than what we are being asked to vote on here.

What we are being asked to vote on is a repeal of health reform that touches every American and all of the patient protections that we put in place that have moved total control from insurance companies to people with insurance so that we can’t quit a job if we get sick. If you have a preexisting condition, heart condition, kidney disease or you had some other challenge or your child has, you know that you will have confidence that you will continue to be able to find insurance and see your doctor. There are all of the provisions that are here—young people up to age 26, all of the efforts that we put in place to make sure that you have the confidence and the ability to know that you have insurance. We need to ensure that if someone has cancer, they are not going to be capped with the amount of care they can get.

Yesterday in the Capitol in Lansing, MI, there were physicians and pediatricians working with cancer patients, with children and their families, who have introduced an amendment that, because of the Affordable Care Act and taking off the caps on the amount and kinds of treatment that children with cancer can get, literally, lives have been saved. Parents are now looking at this body and the Congress as a whole and the new President and are saying: Why in the world would we want to go back to a situation where parents can’t get the level of care, the quality of care, or, in some cases, the care at all for themselves or their families? So we are proposing that, rather than repealing health reform, which unravels the entire health care system because part of it is Medicare, part of it is prescription drugs going back up—it weakens the Medicare system, and it weakens the Medicaid system, where most of the dollars are going to seniors in nursing homes. It creates a situation where someone who is working very hard at a minimum-wage job and hasn’t been able to have insurance because they have no money but it can now have the assurance that they can care for themselves and their families and see a doctor without using the emergency room for regular treatment, which, of course, is the most expensive way to get health care and drives the costs up. What is being proposed is that we unravel all of it and literally create chaos in the system. We are for affordable care, but we are willing to work with anybody at any time. I certainly, will be ready and willing to do that. But I reject the idea that we are going to repeal and unravel the entire health care system and create chaos for families. There are communities where the hospital system is the major employer in the community. Health care is one-sixth of the entire economy and is going to be impacted by this.

I want to specifically speak about the importance of accessible and affordable mental health services and what we have been able to achieve with protections established by the Affordable Care Act that ensure people can receive care. We have come a long way since over 50 years ago when John F. Kennedy signed the Community Mental Health Act and put down a marker about the importance of treating health issues above the neck as well as below the neck. Comprehensive mental health care should begin when every child is born, every part of the body, every kind of disease. We have made major steps in that direction. We have a long way to go to get the comprehensive care we need in the community, but we have made major steps. I am working very closely with colleagues who are also champions on this issue—Senators CARDIN, MURPHY, DURBIN, and a number of other Democratic colleagues—an amendment that would help to prevent passage of any legislation that would reduce or eliminate services and access to mental health care. This is an amendment that should not even be necessary, particularly given the fact that we have worked in a bipartisan way on other pieces of legislation to move forward. I don’t know why we pass something that reduces or eliminates access to mental health or substance abuse services such as opioid treatment. Why in the world would this body come together and jeopardize work we have already done, essentially ripping it apart? The repeal of the Affordable Care Act and the cuts to the Medicaid Program do exactly that.

Why is this important? Well, nearly one in five adults in our country has a mental illness. At least 10 percent of adults have serious mental illness. Unfortunately, even now, with work we have been doing, we still have over 60
percent of people who don’t receive the full treatment they need. We should be working together on that, not taking away the access to treatment that people already have.

This touches all of us in one way or another—it affects all of us—our friends, our loved ones. It is very personal. I grew up with a loving, wonderful father who became ill when I was in elementary school. He was misdiagnosed and mistreated for years. He was accurately diagnosed as being bipolar, meaning he had a chemical imbalance in the brain. So contrary to other people who may have a sugar imbalance and they take their insulin because they are diabetics or they may have some other chemical change or imbalance where they can get treatment that has been covered under health insurance, if it is a chemical imbalance in their brain, up until the Affordable Care Act, it was not required to be covered under health insurance, not required. Though we passed policies stating that there should be mental health parity. For the first time, in the Affordable Care Act, we said in every definition that, when we talked about health care, in every benefit it included mental health, mental health, and substance abuse. As a member of the Finance Committee, that was a top priority for me. I indicated to the chairman at the time that I would not support any health care legislation that did not require what we call essential health care benefits as including mental health and substance abuse services. We know that definitions drive every new system, and we were successful in making sure that, in every part of health reform, we defined health care in a comprehensive way for the first time.

Mental health was considered a preexisting condition—not any more. Health insurance companies can no longer charge or rate people based on their mental health, mental health, and substance abuse. A member of the Finance Committee, that was a top priority for me. I indicated to the chairman at the time that I would not support any health care legislation that did not require what we call essential health care benefits as including mental health and substance abuse services. We know that definitions drive every new system, and we were successful in making sure that, in every part of health reform, we defined health care in a comprehensive way for the first time.

Mental health is used to be considered a preexisting condition—not any more. Health insurance companies can no longer charge or rate people based on their mental health, mental health, and substance abuse. As a member of the Finance Committee, that was a top priority for me. I indicated to the chairman at the time that I would not support any health care legislation that did not require what we call essential health care benefits as including mental health and substance abuse services. We know that definitions drive every new system, and we were successful in making sure that, in every part of health reform, we defined health care in a comprehensive way for the first time.

Mental health was considered a preexisting condition—not any more. Health insurance companies can no longer charge or rate people based on their mental health, mental health, and substance abuse. As a member of the Finance Committee, that was a top priority for me. I indicated to the chairman at the time that I would not support any health care legislation that did not require what we call essential health care benefits as including mental health and substance abuse services. We know that definitions drive every new system, and we were successful in making sure that, in every part of health reform, we defined health care in a comprehensive way for the first time.

Mental health was considered a preexisting condition—not any more. Health insurance companies can no longer charge or rate people based on their mental health, mental health, and substance abuse. As a member of the Finance Committee, that was a top priority for me. I indicated to the chairman at the time that I would not support any health care legislation that did not require what we call essential health care benefits as including mental health and substance abuse services. We know that definitions drive every new system, and we were successful in making sure that, in every part of health reform, we defined health care in a comprehensive way for the first time.

Mental health was considered a preexisting condition—not any more. Health insurance companies can no longer charge or rate people based on their mental health, mental health, and substance abuse. As a member of the Finance Committee, that was a top priority for me. I indicated to the chairman at the time that I would not support any health care legislation that did not require what we call essential health care benefits as including mental health and substance abuse services. We know that definitions drive every new system, and we were successful in making sure that, in every part of health reform, we defined health care in a comprehensive way for the first time.

Mental health was considered a preexisting condition—not any more. Health insurance companies can no longer charge or rate people based on their mental health, mental health, and substance abuse. As a member of the Finance Committee, that was a top priority for me. I indicated to the chairman at the time that I would not support any health care legislation that did not require what we call essential health care benefits as including mental health and substance abuse services. We know that definitions drive every new system, and we were successful in making sure that, in every part of health reform, we defined health care in a comprehensive way for the first time.
Stanley Russ was a model for all of us in public service. I got to know Stanley well in my first campaign. He remained a friend and trusted source of advice and support until he passed away.

I have heard Stanley died peacefully, surrounded by his loving family as his granddaughter sang the hymn, “Great is Thy Faithfulness.” In his words, he considered himself “greatly blessed, highly favored, imperfect, but a forgiven child of the King.”

But perhaps the best summing up was given by the man who now holds his seat, State Senator Jason Rapert. As Senator Rapert put it, Stanley Russ was “the kind of man that God made only one time.”

As I stand on the Senate floor, I wish to say on behalf of our grateful State: Stanley Russ, rest in peace.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

THE PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Mississippi.

Mr. WICKER. Mr. President, I rise this afternoon to join my colleagues in expressing support for S. Con. Res. 3, the budget resolution which, as most Americans now know, is the vehicle we will use in the Senate to repeal the replacement of ObamaCare.

This is a matter of keeping our word to the American people. This is a matter of keeping our promises that we have made, not only during the last campaign cycle but repeatedly since I voted for this bill some 8 years ago. It was enacted in January of 2010.

Republicans on this side of the aisle and many Americans repeatedly opposed the ObamaCare expansion of Federal power. We said it wouldn’t work. We said the President would not be able to keep his promises to the American people and when we got a chance to go back into the majority, we would repeal that act. On this side of the aisle, this is a followup on years and years of defense of our principles and right this wrong, to keep our promises, and come up with a better plan to help Americans have coverage they can afford and a doctor they can keep.

I intend to support the chairman of the Budget Committee in the votes we will have today and tonight. We have what some people call the vote-arama tonight. A number of votes will be taken in rapid succession, and we don’t know how many will actually be offered. We won’t know until they are voted on or the other side of the aisle. I believe I will be able to vote against all of these amendments because I think keeping a clean bill makes it more likely we will be able to pass this legislation, send it to the House of Representatives where it can be taken up and passed and get back to us for final approval, and actually get a bill to President-elect Trump after he takes office, repealing ObamaCare so we can replace it with something that works.

This is our opportunity to keep our campaign promises. This is our opportunity to help the President-elect and the Vice President-elect keep their campaign promises and show to the American people that elections have consequences and that at least this group of public officials intends to keep our word with regard to this piece of legislation. It was well intended, no doubt, but possibly we have worked to do the things that President Obama said it could do.

In 2009 and 2010, the President told us: If you like your health plan, you get to keep it. It turns out that is a promise that was not kept because it could not be kept.

The President said: If you like your doctor, you can keep that doctor. Again, this is a promise this administration and our Democratic friends on the other side of the aisle were unable to keep. That is why so many people around the country are opposed to keeping ObamaCare. They want it to be repealed. They want a drastically different approach involving market principles because it will work for patients and work for the American people.

ObamaCare is not working. It is not working in my home State of Mississippi for millions of Americans who lost their health insurance. It is it is not working for millions of Americans who saw their premiums rise and their deductibles go to unimaginable heights.

Of course, I know the President and the Senate Democrats are working on legislation which, as most Americans know, is the vehicle we will use in the House of Representatives where it will pass this legislation, send it to over to the President-elect.

Mr. President, I rise to say on behalf of my colleagues, but it is also something we need to address when we finally put in place the replacement portion of this mechanism.

The plan for this non-smoker, with no preexisting conditions, under the exchange cost her $900 a month in premiums and she was not able to keep her doctor.

It is not just constituents in my more or less Republican State, among my more or less Republican constituents in the State of Mississippi who are telling the truth about ObamaCare. I want to quote Bill Clinton, speaking on behalf of his wife in Flint, MI, on October 4 of last year. Former President Bill Clinton said this:

You’ve got this crazy system where all of a sudden 25 million people have health care, and then the people who are out there busting it, sometimes 60 hours a week, wind up with their premiums doubled and their coverage cut in half. It is the craziest thing in the world.

President Bill Clinton said that just last year in Flint, MI, where he gripped with this, we will admit that this is a crazy system. It was well intended by some of my Democratic friends but one that has failed; one that has failed the American people and one that has failed to keep the promises that were so boldly made. The bill was transformed through on a strictly partisan basis. Every Democrat was supporting it. No Republicans were supporting it at all.

These stories go on and on. For a woman in Gulfport whose husband lost his job, the cheapest plan in the ObamaCare exchange was $1,042 with a $13,000 deductible. This constituent calls ObamaCare “legalized extortion.”

This bill, this legislation, would understandably upset when his insurance went up by $113 a month. He then noticed that coverage he didn’t request had been added to his policy without wanting it or needing it. Pediatric dentistry and birth control were required in the plan, two things neither his wife want to use or want to pay for.

So I want to remind my colleagues that ObamaCare is hurting individuals—individuals who have written to me, and individuals who have written to all of my colleagues, but it is also hurting small businesses in Mississippi and small businesses in Pennsylvania and around the country. I would remind my colleagues that most jobs in the United States are created not by large corporations, not by the big-ticket manufacturing plants that come into our States and districts that we like to have, but by small businesses—businesses of under 200 people.

A small business owner in South Mississippi wrote to me. Following her husband’s retirement, she had to find health care through the exchange. Her county borders Louisiana, and many Mississippians travel across State lines for work. The health care network that she has used for 20 years is no longer an option for her because ObamaCare policies do not allow beneficiaries to use networks in different States. That is also something we need to address when we finally put in place the replacement portion of this mechanism.

The plan for this non-smoker, with no preexisting conditions, under the exchange cost her $900 a month in premiums and she was not able to keep her doctor.

It is not just constituents in my more or less Republican State, among my more or less Republican constituents in the State of Mississippi who are telling the truth about ObamaCare. I want to quote Bill Clinton, speaking on behalf of his wife in Flint, MI, on October 4 of last year. Former President Bill Clinton said this:

You’ve got this crazy system where all of a sudden 25 million people have health care, and then the people who are out there busting it, sometimes 60 hours a week, wind up with their premiums doubled and their coverage cut in half. It is the craziest thing in the world.

President Bill Clinton said that just last year in Flint, MI, where he gripped with this, we will admit that this is a crazy system. It was well intended by some of my Democratic friends but one that has failed; one that has failed the American people and one that has failed to keep the promises that were so boldly made. The bill was transformed through on a strictly partisan basis. Every Democrat was supporting it. No Republicans were supporting it at all.
There was no Republican input, no bipartisan input on overhauling one of the most significant systems in our country.

It is time for us to move forward, and tonight is a step forward. We certainly aren’t going to get it all done in one fell swoop. But when we get a bill signed into law by our new President Donald Trump, it will take a while for it to be put into place. Tonight we show that we meant what we said and we said what we meant, and we are going to follow through. We are going to pass this resolution tonight and begin the process of keeping our promises to the American people to repeal ObamaCare and replace it with something that works for the millions and hundreds of millions of Americans out there who depend on us for good policy.

Seeing no other Members seeking recognition, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. DURBIN. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mrs. ERNST). Without objection, it is so ordered.

RUSSIA

Mr. DURBIN. Madam President, the most popular dictionary defines an act of war as an act of aggression by a country against another with which it is nominally at peace. Let me repeat, an act of aggression by another country against another with which it is nominally at peace.

On Friday, America’s intelligence community issued a damning, detailed assessment concluding that Russian strongman President Vladimir Putin ordered an attack on our Nation’s electoral system to sow mistrust and favor another with which it is nominally at peace.

The key findings, quoted directly from the public version of this report from the intelligence agencies, said as follows:

Russian efforts to influence the 2016 U.S. presidential election represent the most recent expression of Moscow’s longstanding desire to undermine the U.S.-led liberal democracy, but these activities demonstrated a significant escalation in directness, level of activity, and scope of effort compared to previous operations.

We assessed President Vladimir Putin ordered an influence campaign in 2016 aimed at the U.S. presidential election. Russia’s goals were to undermine public faith in the U.S. Democratic process, denigrate Secretary Clinton, harm her electability and potential presidency. We further assess that Putin and the Russian Government developed a clear preference for President-elect Trump.

We also assess Putin and the Russian government aspired to help President-elect Trump win by discrediting Secretary Clinton and publicly contrasting her unfavorably to him.

They go on to talk about the types of influence Moscow inspired.

I am not going to stand here and argue that if the Russian efforts had not taken place, there would have been a different outcome in the election. No one will ever know that. And when asked directly, the intelligence agencies, despite these strong statements, say there is no evidence of direct vote tampering or tampering with election equipment, thank goodness. That isn’t the point.

The point is, Vladimir Putin and the Russians did what they could to influence our election. Americans should stand up and listen because what is at stake is the sovereignty of our Nation and the reliability and integrity of our election process.

What the Russians did was truly staggering and momentous—a foreign adversary intentionally manipulating America’s democracy and election. I don’t know if it is an act of war by classic definition. It is an act of aggression against our Nation by any definition. It should not go unanswered.

For those who have been following Vladimir Putin’s bullying actions over the last several years, this is no surprise. Instead of building a modern global economy based on the great talents of the Russian people, he and his closest neighbors have created false enemies in the West, sadly and dangerously creating a narrative that does not reflect the reality of the result of NATO’s expansion and the West.

He has tried to disrupt the West and its Democratic free market institutions. He has used manufactured enemies of Russia to rally domestic support for his tactics and leadership.

It is, ultimately, a tired narrative that when combined with domestic political repression and manipulation, helps keep Putin in power.

Let’s not be fooled into thinking his actions are merely annoying. The threats are real and dangerous, and they go directly not just at the United States but many of our strongest allies.

I have a list which I ask unanimous consent be printed in the RECORD in detail.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

April 2007 Estonia: Angered by an Estonian plan to rename a Russian World War II memorial and Russian soldiers’ graves, Russia defaced government computer network of the German Bundestag, the most significant hack in German history. Security experts said hackers were also trying to penetrate the computer of Chancellor Angela Merkel’s Christian Democratic Party.

June 2008 Lithuania: Similarly, when the Lithuanian government banned the display of Soviet symbols, Russian hackers defaced a Memorial and Russian soldiers’ graves, Russian hackers defaced government websites, including the country’s election commission, including its backup system. Ukrainian officials say the targeted hackers were trying to rig the results in favor of the pro-Russian candidate.

March 2014 Ukraine: As in Georgia, Russian allegedly coordinated military and cyber attacks, disabling the internet in Ukraine while Russian-armed proxies seized control of Crimea.

May 2015 Germany: German investigators discovered hackers had penetrated the computer network of the German Bundestag, the most significant hack in German history. Security experts said hackers were also trying to penetrate the computer of Chancellor Angela Merkel’s Christian Democratic Party.

December 2015 Ukraine: Hackers believed to be Russian took control of a Ukrainian power station, locking controllers out of their own systems and cutting 235,000 homes from power.

October 2015 Netherlands: Security experts believe Russia tried to hack into the Dutch government’s computers to remove a report about the downed Malaysia Airlines jet over eastern Ukraine. The Dutch Safety Board eventually concluded that the passenger plane was brought down by a Russian-made missile fired from an area held by pro-Russian rebels in eastern Ukraine.

January 2016 Finland: A security firm announced that it believes Russian hackers were behind attacks on Finland’s Foreign Ministry several years before.

December 2016 Germany: The head of German intelligence warned last month: “There is strong evidence of attempts to influence the federal election next year,” specifically citing Russia as the source of the attacks, adding, “We expect a further increase in cyber attacks in the elections.” Experts believe Russia wanted to undermine Chancellor Merkel who has supported sanctions against Russia for its actions in Ukraine.

Mr. DURBIN. Madam President, NBC News compiled a document of activity by Russia and Vladimir Putin. It starts in April of 2007 in Estonia, where the Russians were disabling their Internet.

In May 2008, in Lithuania, Russian hackers were defacing government Web pages; in August 2008, in Georgia, where the Russian hackers shut down the country’s internal communications system; in January 2009, in Kyrgyzstan, as part of an effort to persuade the President there to evict a U.S. military base, the Russian hackers shut down two of the country’s four Internet service providers.

April of 2009 in Kazakhstan. After Kazakh media published a statement by the country’s president that criticized Russia, a Russian-attacked Web site publishing Russian-attributed attacks shut down the publication’s Web site.
August 2009 in Georgia, there was similar activity: May 2014 in Ukraine; March 2014 in Ukraine; May 2015 in Germany; December 2015 in Ukraine; October 2015 in the Netherlands; January 2016 in Finland; December 2016 in Germany.

Of course, there was also the Russian military seizure of sovereign territory in the nation of Georgia in 2008 and their invasion of Ukraine in 2014. In fact, Russian forces and their proxies still hold, that territory in Georgia and Ukraine, and from that spot in Ukraine separatists shot down a civilian airliner 2 years ago, murdering 283 innocent passengers, including 8 children.

This is our adversary. This is the man who is trying to undermine the American electoral system. We cannot take it lightly.

Twenty years ago, when I was elected to the Senate, I was a member of the Government Affairs Committee. The first person I met was a lawyer for the Senate, my chairman. He spent months in public hearings investigating whether the Chinese Government 20 years ago was trying to insert itself into the Presidential campaign of the United States, specifically in support of the Clinton-Gore ticket.

Fred Thompson was chairman of that committee, a pretty well-known man who has since passed, but he was a pretty outstanding lawyer in addition to being a pretty famous actor. He was a pretty outstanding lawyer in addition to being a pretty famous actor. He was a pretty outstanding lawyer in addition to being a pretty famous actor. He was a pretty outstanding lawyer in addition to being a pretty famous actor. He was a pretty outstanding lawyer in addition to being a pretty famous actor. He was a pretty outstanding lawyer in addition to being a pretty famous actor.

I hope that Senator SESSIONS, if he in fact becomes the Attorney General, will have some second thoughts. It is far better to consider a special counsel in the Department of Justice in light of the political circumstances of these allegations.

Secondly, we need to have a select committee—not the Intelligence Committee—of either the House or the Senate that will meet and consider this information and investigate it in a responsible way. In fact, I think it is of such gravity that we ought to consider a public-private commission—a commission of elected officials, as well as private citizens, whom we respect. I think of the names of General Colin Powell; General T. X. Warner; Justice Sandra Day O’Connor as chairs and cochairs of that effort, people of unquestionable integrity who will make the right findings for America and not for any political reasons, as far as I am concerned.

Today, I asked Michael Mukasey, former Attorney General under President George W. Bush, whether the Attorney General has the authority to shut down an FBI investigation, and he answered very simply, “Yes.” We need more information. We need to make sure that this is taken seriously and that we address it in a serious manner because it is a serious issue.

What, in fact, has been the response from the other side of the aisle? With a few notable exceptions, that party of Ronald Reagan, the 40th President—who really understood the old Soviet regime—has greeted this information with near silence. That is right. Except for a few voices—my colleagues Senator GRAHAM and Senator McCaIN in particular—there has been near silence.

How in the world did an attack ordered by a former Soviet KGB official on our Nation become a partisan issue that is largely ignored by a majority of one of our Nation’s two great political parties? How did the Republican Party, which now controls both Chambers of Congress, decide that repealing health care insurance for Americans was the most urgent, first priority to deal with amid this sweeping evidence of a Russian attack on our democracy? Ronald Reagan must be rolling in his grave.

I urge my colleagues to read both the public and classified reports. The classified version contains the same disturbing and sweeping conclusions I mentioned here today from the public document, but it goes into detail. As such, I urge this body to make an appropriate response to this attack. I have joined in bipartisan Russian sanctions legislation with Senators CARDIN, MENENDEZ, GRAHAM, SHAHEEN RUBIO, KLOBUCHAR, Sasse, and PORTMAN. We urge that we quickly advance as an urgent priority Russian sanctions to make it clear that what they have done is reprehensible, unacceptable, and will not be tolerated.

This Congress has tried to do in the past and failed—which is certainly timely—and that is pass meaningful cyber security legislation.

We have to maintain our strong NATO Alliance, stand firm against Russian meddling or attacks, and tell our friends in the Baltics and Poland, in particular, that we stand by their side, that nothing has changed, and that our friends in Ukraine can trust that we will be with them as they establish democratic sovereignty. We must work with the new administration to fully accept and counter this
Russian threat. We must work to underwrite any such future attacks at home and against our allies. We should get to the bottom of the extremely troubling allegations that have been made recently.

Yes, ultimately we must work with Russia where those efforts serve our global interests—and I think there will be some common areas—but we must not do so from a position of weakness. We will never be taken seriously by Putin or Putins otherwise.

Madam President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina.

Mr. GRAHAM. Madam President, there are a lot of pressing issues going on in the country and in the world. These are tough, turbulent times. But Senator SCOTT and I are going to take a moment or two to talk about a topic that I think millions of Americans appreciate: college football.

In the South, where TIM and I come from, it is as close to being a religion as you and we are here to celebrate Clemson University becoming the national champion in college football, beating Alabama in the best college football playoff game I have ever witnessed in my life.

To the people of Alabama: You had one heck of a ride, a 26-game winning streak, something you should be proud of.

To the Tigers: You beat the best team in the country, and, to me, the way you won is as important as the outcome.

DeShaun Watson is probably going to go in the very top of the draft to the NFL. I would say he is the best college football player in America. What DeShaun has won for Clemson is unbelievable. The way he has done it is even more unbelievable. He graduated in 3 years. He is one of the nicest young men I have ever met in my life. His faith means a lot to him.

He threw the ball to Hunter Renfrow, who was a walk-on—a young man from a small town in South Carolina who walked on to the Clemson University team. Because of Coach Dabo Swinney, he had a shot at making the team and wound up catching the winning pass to win the national title.

How is this possible? It is possible because of leadership at the top. President Clements, our new president, has had on the field. Clemson University is in the top 20 public schools in the country, with no end in sight. Next year, if I were an Alabama fan, I would be very optimistic. This young freshman quarterback is coming back. He is an incredible talent. The people of Alabama should be proud of their football team and their coaching staff because we have been on top of the mountain for a very long time. I hope you believe that Clemson is a worthy successor.

Dabo said it best, “The [tiger] paw is flying on the top of the mountain” of college football, and that is saying a lot.

Go Tigers.

Mr. SCOTT. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent to display my Clemson flag.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SCOTT. Madam President, I think it is important for us to realize and note that while Senator GRAHAM did in fact grow up just a few miles from Clemson—which means his affinity for the university is natural—it is consistent with his upbringing. For me, it is more personal. I was born in South Carolina, and you are born on the coast near the Atlantic Ocean, the likelihood of your being a Gamecocks fan and wearing garnet and black is about 75 percent. So I must concede that I still pull for the Gamecocks. That is a competitive position to be in when you are talking about the new national champions.

I would also like to say to Senator SHELBY—a man of integrity, character, and long service—thank you for making the bet. I am so glad you lost.

I would also say to the Clemson Tigers—the “Tigers Nation”—we are so incredibly proud of what you have accomplished. It is amazing, not only the successful season that you have had on the field but the character that has been the focus of so much of the conversation off the field.

We have talked specifically about No. 4. DeShaun Watson’s amazing story about his relationship with his mother. I have a special relationship with my mom. So I appreciate his focus and determination to honor her when he is on the field and to continue to honor her when he is off the field. That shows a remarkable story that deserves more attention. It really does.

As to Coach Dabo Swinney, an amazing coach, without any question, but he is also an Alabama alum. Having won the national championship as a part of the Alabama football team—I believe it was 1992—you have a champion come into Clemson University and making champions by loving compassionately, by challenging on the field, and by embracing these men and the entire apparatus around the university and college athletics. He has done a fabulous job.

I think of the walk-on receiver that Senator GRAHAM mentioned. In every facet of the team—whether you are the so-called water boy, whether you are the athletic trainer, whether you are a physical therapist—people win because of the team that they are on. There are no self-made success stories.

We should remember that as we focus on these young athletes. I know their lives will be meaningful because of the team they played on and not simply the victories they celebrated.

I do want to take a few seconds and mention the president, Jim Clements, who is a fantastic guy and one of my dearest friends. Jim and I were having a conversation through text before the game, and I decided, since we can’t use our phones on the floor of Senate—I know they frown on that kind of stuff, so I didn’t do it—Jim said it is an interesting concept here—I decided to print that text. This was a Wednesday evening around 10 p.m. I had just predicted that Clemson would win, 27 to 24. Jim Clements said: Seriously if we play like we did last week then we win! I believe it will happen!! 35-31. Go Tigers.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. LEE. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LEE. Madam President, I rise today to give voice to some of my fellow Utahns, including a few of my fellow Utahns who are suffering because of the health care law passed by this body nearly 7 years ago. These are not stories from wealthy Utahns who have all the resources, but these stories from low-income Utahns who already have insurance through Medicaid.
These are letters are from the too often invisible victims of ObamaCare—those middle-class families who used to be able to afford health care when they needed it but are now forced to pay for it and to pay for what amounts to, in some cases, their largest expense each month or even their largest payment they make each month for a so-called insurance plan that never seems to pay out because of high deductibles.

Jenica from Davis County, UT, writes as follows:

I am an ordinary mother raising my kids and striving to live within my means. For the first time, my family is facing a year with high deductibles. Our gross income falls a few hundred dollars per month too high for us to receive help through CHIP or UPP programs, but we cannot afford to purchase health insurance through my husband's work or through the Marketplace. After this year's premium increases, the most inexpensive plan offered to us on the Marketplace is a full quarter of our gross income.

We face the same problem with my husband's work insurance; it would be even more expensive, and we cannot wisely budget a quarter of our income toward health insurance premiums.

I know this problem is not limited to my family and I want you to be aware of those of us who are falling in the gap this year. We earn barely too much to receive any assistance, but not enough to actually pay for insurance premiums. It seems that course for us is to withdraw from insurance and save our money to pay for medical expenses in cash, as well as saving to pay the fine of $6,950 per family. It is a decision I do not make lightly, as I know that the insurance companies need more people, not less, to participate to make the system work. However, my family cannot afford to participate this year.

I know you will represent us well and take our needs into consideration as you work with the other members of Congress to make our country's healthcare system work for all of us. Thank you for serving our state and our country. May God bless you in your efforts.

May God bless you, Jenica. May God bless you for having the courage to write these things down and to share them with your fellow Utahns and your fellow Americans.

I promised Jenica that I will do everything I can, everything within my power, to make sure that you and families like yours are not forgotten when we repeal this law and replace it.

Trevor, George, UT, had a similar story. He writes:

I recently got a new job and I'm trying to get healthcare. None of the 3 plans my employer offers are affordable to me, even though some claim they are. Even if I were to buy the cheapest plan, I would never be able to use it because of the high deductibles.

I do not qualify for Medicaid, and earn $1,000 per year too much to qualify for subsidies.

In a nutshell, I can't afford to buy insurance from anywhere, and by not buying it, I can't afford the penalty levied by the federal government. What is someone in my position supposed to do?

The ACA is not helping the very people it was designed to help and is in fact throwing a terrible burden upon me and my family. We need a new healthcare system. This one is not working. Please share my story so that others will be aware that people in my position (and there are many of us) are struggling.

I will share your story, Trevor, and soon we will be one step closer to a new type of system, a system that will put patients and doctors back in charge of health care decisions rather than having those decisions by government bureaucrats in Washington.

The last letter I would like to share today comes from Washington County, UT. Ron from Washington County writes as follows:

Today I received a letter from my health insurance carrier indicating that the premium for me and my two kids—yes, only three people—is increasing from $1,020 per month to $1,056 per month, an increase of slightly over $3,200 per year. My annual income for 2017 will not be increasing, let alone to cover eight grand.

Later this summer, I am contacting my travel agency (a local small business) and asking Judy to cease her research into my family vacation for the summer of 2017. Why would I cancel my vacation and also take away revenue from a local small business? The answer is 67.26%: 'That is the percentage increase for my health care insurance.'

I need you to see that this is real. It greatly and negatively impacts my family and it subsequently impacts local businesses as more of my money is drained from the economy. I make $30,000 a year. My medical premium is now one third of my gross income! Plus, I still have to pay out deductibles and copays.

Even the tax credits programs, which are worthless, are designed to bankrupt a family and end up costing more in the long-run, have exceeded the cost of the mortgage I took out on my St. George home in 2014. More than my mortgage! Repeat more than my mortgage. That should send shivers down anyone's spine.

One of the most important aspects of America's middle class is the ability for a family to purchase a home. Now that insurance premiums have exceeded the mortgage payment on some of the U.S. homes, I suspect that the dream is now slipping out of the hands of many Americans.

Ron, you are absolutely right. Thanks to ObamaCare, the American dream is now slipping out of reach for far too many families throughout the State of Utah and throughout the entire country. These are not just the stories of a few isolated Utahns. These are not just stories from a few statistical outliers. There are fewer affordable options for Utahns throughout the State.

In 20 of Utah's 29 counties, Utahns can only choose a health plan from one insurance company. They have just one company to choose from, and the options available are not always as robust as they should be. Within those options that they have, the costs have risen far too much each year. For 2017 plans, insurance rates across Utah increased at least 30 percent, on average. This is after multiple years of significant increases in the other years leading up to this.

Fortunately, help is on the way. Thanks to President-elect Donald Trump's victory this November—and thanks to the outcome of House and Senate races throughout the country—we now have the opportunity to uproot this ill-conceived health care law, root and branch.

The old system, to be clear, is far from perfect. After we repeal ObamaCare, we still have much work to do unbolting health care from employer-provided health insurance so doctors, nurses, patients, and innovators can do the work of bringing down prices and increasing quality. That is what happens when we allow the free market to operate. We get competition. When people compete, two things happen that are important for consumers: Prices go down and quality goes up.

That is what the American people have come to expect and basically every other sector of our economy. Sadly, we have seen the opposite become true with respect to our health care system under ObamaCare because we have restricted free market forces, and we have impeded competition. As a result, prices have gone up and quality, in some cases, has gone tragically down.

The next step involves repealing this health care law. Trevor, Jenica, and Ron, I want you to know that I hear you. I hear you and I hear all Utahns who have contacted me to share their experiences with this health care law. My colleagues in the Senate have heard your stories too. We will repeal this health care law and we will bring reform and competition to our Nation's currently broken health care system.

Madam President, I yield the floor. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. DAINES. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GARDNER). Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DAINES. Mr. President, today is the day when we will begin to repeal and replace ObamaCare. Repealing and replacing this disastrous law is one of the top jobs that citizens elected us to get done. In many ways, it is why Donald J. Trump will be sworn in next week as the 46th President of the United States.

I think what is most helpful is to recap why repealing ObamaCare is so important to so many American families. Montanans were promised that with this bill you could keep the health plans that you liked. That was wrong and millions of Americans lost their plans.

Montanans were assured that coverage under ObamaCare would be affordable. For millions of Americans, for thousands of Montanans, nothing could be further from the truth. Montanans were guaranteed that ObamaCare would lower health care
costs. We witnessed premiums skyrocket since ObamaCare’s implementation.

Finally, Montanans were assured that ObamaCare would create more competition in the marketplace, but now 80 percent of the counties across one-third—of the counties across our entire country have but one plan to choose from. Let’s not forget, supporters of ObamaCare paid for these failed programs by raiding Medicare of over $700 billion. Something personal with disabilities in Montana and across our country deserve much better.

Over the past several years, I have heard from countless Montanans about how ObamaCare has failed them. Take, for example, Terry from Chouteau, MT, who wrote:

We just got a letter from Pacific Source that our premium is going up $250 per month and our deductible is going up to $1000. This is $3,000 more than the previous year. In that same month, I learned that my wife has 2 healthy adults with [no preexisting conditions]. For a ranch family this is a huge hit, especially in these times with low commodity prices. Something needs to change.

Jeff from Kalispell, MT, said this:

I am married with 5 children. I live in Kalispell. I bought Blue Cross Blue Shield of MT PPO Gold insurance plan #104 for the 2016 year. My premium was $1,477.26 per month. In early November 2016 [2 months ago] I received notice that my same plan would increase to $2,820.00 per month. That is a 91% increase. . . . If keeping the same rate hikes, we will probably be about $1500.

That was from Jeff in Kalispell, MT. I have Anthony from Bozeman. That is my hometown. I went to college in Bozeman. A fellow Bozemanite writes this to me. He says:

I have never been able to afford ObamaCare insurance. With quotes of over $400 a month for a single healthy male I found it easier to pay the penalty. So now not only can I not afford to have medical insurance but I am getting fined for not making enough money to pay all of my bills and give a 20% tithe to the ministry. Something needs to change.

Here is another Bozemanite, Kenneth. He writes this:

For 2014 we had med insurance from Pacific Source for my wife which was adequate and filled our needs. For 2015 Pacific Source canceled that policy, citing ObamaCare rules, and best alternative was 150 percent more expensive.

We did it for 6 months and then canceled; it just took too much from our budget. The IRS fined us $584 for missing insurance for 6 months. We are doing without coverage for 2016 again because of the outrageous costs for this high-deductible policy. Our IRS fine will probably be about $1500.

The list and the heartfelt stories go on. They all share one common theme: ObamaCare is not working. This ObamaCare hardship did not just impact Anthony or Kenneth. Montanans, on average, face premium increases between 27 and 58 percent just this last year. This is year-over-year numbers.

Last night, I had a telephone townhall meeting where thousands of Montanans joined me, thousands across the entire State. Every corner of our State was on the call last night. I asked a simple question. I asked: How many of you would want to repeal ObamaCare? An overwhelming 82 percent said they support the repeal of ObamaCare.

The reason why is quite simple. They did not get what they were promised to them on this very floor of this Chamber back in 2010. ObamaCare is failing because it is a massive intrusion by the Federal Government. It is centered on raising taxes, huge spending increases, and heavy regulations from Washington, DC. It is from the Big Government, Washington-knows-best playbook, and that is what happens when Congress doesn’t listen to the American people.

You know, Montanans have very good horse sense. They know when somebody from Washington, DC, shows up and says: We have this 2,700-page bill from Washington, DC, led by NANCY PELOSI, Harry Reid, and President Obama—Montanans know better. They know better for cover.

And that is exactly what ObamaCare is and what is happening now to the American people.

ObamaCare can’t be tweaked. It has to be repealed. It needs to be replaced with smaller, simpler, and better policies. We need to make sure that we do as much as we can as soon as we can so folks aren’t having to deal with ObamaCare for much longer. People are hurting. It is time to replace it.

I urge my Democratic colleagues to work with us. Don’t use scare tactics.

Unlike 2009, we are focused on a path forward that conveys practical benefits, not hopeless ideology. I ask them to accept the reality that ObamaCare is irreversibly flawed, it must be repealed, and it must be replaced with effective policies.

I know there are comments out there about a plan and what is next. Well, for me, it is not that complicated. It is getting the costs down. You have heard the stories. The American people are asking for relief.

For the generation of Americans just now entering the workforce—health care costs have increased by 77 percent. This is outrageous. It is unacceptable. These are supposed to be the easiest people to insure, yet ObamaCare seems intent on placing health care out of their reach.

I tell you I should be nervous. I understand that. That is fundamental to any health care system, and it will be working and fighting for provisions that provide access to affordable insurance, that protect people with preexisting conditions, that allow young adults to stay on their parents’ coverage until age 26, that return decisionmaking authority back to the States, that will eliminate these harmful Washington regulations and mandates, that will empower the American people with greater access to health savings accounts.

That was part of the health care system that was actually working pre-ObamaCare, and ObamaCare moved in and slashed health care savings accounts.

We need to make it easier to purchase health insurance across State lines, encourage and incentivize work among able-bodied Americans, and uphold fiscal responsibility by preserving and protecting Medicare for our seniors.

I very much look forward to working with the nominee for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Dr. Tom Price, in Senate Majority Whip in the House. There is not a better leader at this point in time in our Nation’s history to assume the leadership of the Department of Health and Human Services. He is a doctor; has served in Congress, and will be able and ready to lead from day one.

We will work together to find the best solutions, Montana solutions, solutions that work for our respective States, for people like Terry, for Jeff, for Anthony, for Kenneth, and for the lives of our fellow citizens who have been harmed by this law.

Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Lee). The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. President, I wish to speak briefly and pointedly about the budget resolution before us which will, at some late hour, culminate in a final vote. Whether that vote is tonight or in the dark hours of early morning, with it, Republicans are taking their first step into a box canyon.

Now, I hear my Republican colleagues talking more and more about doing repeal and replace together, but let me be very clear. The first step of repealing the Affordable Care Act, ripping health care away from tens of millions of Americans, and throwing our health care system into chaos. It will, as many have repeated across the land over the last few weeks, make America sick again.

Over the past few weeks, this fact has made some of my more thoughtful colleagues nervous. I understand that. I would be nervous if I were them too. My friends, the Senators from Maine, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Kentucky, have all quite forcefully voiced their concern with repealing health care reform without a scrap of a plan of what to do next.

Now the President-elect has tweeted that they should do repeal and replace at the same time. Today he said Republicans would repeal and replace the law essentially simultaneously, but that is not what this budget resolution would do.

We are here because the Republicans are flummoxed. It is a bit like an
Abbot and Costello show. Republicans in Congress and the President-elect are pointing at each other, waiting for the other one to come up with the plan—"You do it. No, you do it"—because no one can come up with a repeal plan that keeps the current system running.

The confusion of the Republicans makes sense because the Republicans are in a pickle and driving into that box canyon. They promised every conservative group and audience in the country for the past 8 years that they would repeal health care reform “root, branch, but actually it is only their base that wants repeal. Most Americans want us to keep the law and work to improve it.

In a recent Politico/Morning Consult poll, only 28 percent of Americans support repealing the law if there is no current plan for replacing it—less than one-third. This is the Republican base.

Two-thirds of Americans support the provisions that prevent insurance companies from charging more to patients with preexisting conditions, 63 percent support letting kids stay on their parents’ plan until they are 26, and there are similar numbers on the other major benefits of health care reform, among the key features. Those aren’t extraneous. Those are the heart and soul of the Affordable Care Act. The Republicans are in a pickle. They cannot please their base and the broader public at the same time so President-Elect Trump says to Congress: You come up with replace.

The Congress says to the President: You come up with replace.

Abbot and Costello: No replace. We haven’t seen one yet, and it has been 6 years.

From a policy perspective, our Republican friends can’t repeal a law and keep in place the provisions that are overwhelmingly popular with the majority of Americans. That is why they are in a pickle.

The Affordable Care Act is not despised by the American people, only the hard right of the Republican base, which is fervently anti-government. It is an ideology. It doesn’t matter how much ACA helps people. If the government did it, we don’t want it. They oppose health care because they oppose everything that government does. They oppose Medicare, Medicaid, even Social Security.

If Republicans go forward with this plan, they may mollyfy their base—the base will stop complaining—but they will ostracize and hurt the American people and ultimately lose in the court of public opinion.

If Republicans go forward with this plan, they may mollyfy their base—the base will stop complaining—but they will ostracize and hurt the American people and ultimately lose in the court of public opinion.

There is a much more responsible course of action that I urge my friends on the other side of the aisle to consider: abandon repeal.

We Democrats are willing to work with our Republican colleagues on improving the existing law. We will even look at comprehensive replacement plan if they can come up with it. We don’t care about credit. You can call it McConnellCare or TrumpCare or RyanCare or TrumpCare. It doesn’t matter so long as it covers as many people as the ACA, so long as it helps bring health care costs down, and so long as it doesn’t move our health care system backward.

We have watched one so far. I am skeptical that we ever will, but we will look at one if they can come up with it. Unfortunately, that is not the road we are on. The vote tonight is the first step on the road to repeal, which leads straight into that box canyon.

I understand my Republican colleagues, especially those who have rightly expressed concern about the very serious consequences of repealing without replacement: Vote against this resolution. Put this irresponsible and rushed repeal plan aside.

Work with us Democrats on a way to improve health care in America, not set it back 8 years. Don’t make America sick again. Don’t put chaos in place of affordable care, which is what you will do if you follow through on this resolution.

The consequences of throwing our system into chaos, which the Republican plan will do, are enormous: denying 30 million Americans health coverage, blowing a $1 trillion hole in our deficit, depriving the college graduate from staying on their parent’s plan, preventing women from getting fair treatment, and telling the family whose daughter has a preexisting condition that they can’t get coverage, and they will have to watch her get sicker.

That—all of that—falls entirely on the shoulders of my Republican colleagues. I think that is a scenario we all would like to avoid. So turn back before it is too late because you will regret going forward.

Thank you, Mr. President.

I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, tonight is an important night because it allows what is very rare here in the Senate—to bring forth amendments and ideas that are very important to them, and that, unfortunately, don’t often get debated or voted upon here on the floor.

I know I speak for virtually all Democrats when I say that we have deep concern about the Republican proposal that would repeal the Affordable Care Act without having any alternative plan in place. We think the idea of throwing some 30 million Americans off of the health insurance they have and substantially reducing funding for Medicaid will not only be very, very problematic for lower income people but also impact middle-class people who depend upon Medicaid to help pay for the nursing home care their parents get. We are deeply concerned about the possible privatization of Medicare, making Medicare into a voucher program. We are concerned about the increase in prescription drug costs for seniors that would occur if the Affordable Care Act were repealed, seniors would have to pay far more than they are paying right now, at a time when many seniors cannot today afford the high cost of prescription drugs. What we hear is outrageous.

Despite all of this, and in the midst of all of these attacks on the middle class and working families of this country, the Republican repeal of the Affordable Care Act would end up providing hundreds and hundreds of billions of dollars in tax breaks for the top 2 percent. I believe there are very few people in America who think we should devastate the health care programs that millions of Americans depend upon and at the same time give huge, huge tax breaks to the very, very wealthy.

Tonight we are going to hear a number of Senators on the Democratic side come down to the floor and offer very, very important amendments which I hope can receive bipartisan support.

We are going to hear Senator MANCHIN talk about the need to protect rural health. As a Senator from a rural State, I understand very clearly that if the Affordable Care Act is repealed, it will be devastating to rural hospitals all across this country.

Senator NELSON is going to talk about the high cost of prescription drugs and what the repeal of the Affordable Care Act would mean in raising prescription drug prices. Senator BALDWIN will be talking about the need to make sure that, as is currently the case, young people 26 years of age or younger can continue to stay on their parents’ health plan. Senator TESTER is going to be offering an amendment which will oppose limiting veterans’ ability to choose.

I will be offering an amendment making certain the people in our country do not have to pay more for medicine than the people in Canada and in other countries. Senator MENCHEN is concerned about protecting individuals with disabilities and chronic conditions. Senator KING is concerned about protecting health insurance for people, many of whom are working in very dangerous occupations.

Senator GILLIBRAND is concerned about protecting women’s health. The Affordable Care Act has gone a long way in terms of equity for women, in terms of the health care they receive, and I hope nobody wants to see that disappear.
Mr. BROWN will be talking about the need to protect the Children’s Health Insurance Program. Senator COONS will be talking about the need to make sure there are no limits on the health insurance people with serious illnesses receive.

There are a lot of very, very important amendments that will be offered, and I look forward to an interesting evening of discussion. I would include my remarks to say that I find it beyond comprehension that at a time when we are the only major country on Earth not to guarantee health care to all of our people, we are the only one—that at a time when the per capita for health care than do the people of any other nation, that at a time when we pay far the highest prices in the world for prescription drugs—what we need is to have a health care system that protects the needs of the middle class and working families of our country, not just the insurance companies and not just the drug companies. In fact, the votes tonight are really about whether we are prepared to stand up for ordinary Americans or whether we are going to continue to kowtow to the insurance industry and the pharmaceutical industry.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, while we are waiting for the unanimous consent agreement that will kick off the evening, I feel compelled to make a couple of comments.

I don’t want people to be confused as the evening goes on. This is not the bill that repeals ObamaCare. This is the bill that sets up the process that will repeal ObamaCare. This is a preliminary step necessary in order to do what everybody is claiming will be done tonight, and that is not accurate.

So we will hear a bunch of things that people are concerned about, but this bill in it has budget numbers. The budget numbers reflect where we are—not where we would like to be and not where we have been. They are just the numbers of where we are. Then, in the resolution, there is a requirement that the Finance Committee save $1 billion, and the Health, Education, Labor, and Pension Committee save $1 billion and get to do that with some privileged legislation, as long as we keep it privileged. There will be a number of attempts tonight to see if they can get rid of the privilege by using corrosive or nongermane amendments. Consequently, we will have to vote down some of those amendments. It might sound logical, and it is because they are not in the bill. I guess we are still waiting for the unanimous consent agreement so at this point I will yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. TILLIS). The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. President, for some additional information of what is happening, we are organizing lists of what tranche the votes will be in. Just because they are not listed in this first group, doesn’t mean they are not going to be considered. In fact, under a budget resolution, we have what is called a vote-arama. Actually, any amendment can be turned in until we finish voting. Unlike other activity that we usually have where we know what votes there will be well in advance, this is a special intervention and it is handled a little differently and it is a lot more confusing.

We will begin in a while. We will begin processing these amendments one at a time. For debate, just so people know for sure which amendment we are on, for the amendment will get 1 minute and the opponent for that amendment will get 1 minute. At the end of those 2 minutes, we will vote. The first vote is supposed to take 15 minutes. The Senator is seldom held to 15 minutes. After that, we often go to 10-minute votes, which in the Senate usually only takes about 30 minutes.

That is the way we do it here. We make sure everybody gets their chance to vote. We hope people will be around so they can get here punctually and cast their vote. We think the amount of time from 10 minutes can be reduced if people are interested in reducing the amount of time to do them.

I got the signal that we now have the final list.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that it be in order to call up the following amendments and have them reported en bloc: Manchin, No. 64; Nelson, No. 13; Baldwin, No. 81; Tester, No. 104; Klobuchar, No. 172; Casey, No. 61; King, No. 60; Menendez, No. 83; Gillibrand, No. 82; Manchin, No. 63; and Stabenow, No. 94.

You will see, in spite of that listing, we are going to have some additional consent needed here.

I ask unanimous consent that those be on the list for now.

I further ask unanimous consent that at 6:15 p.m., all time be yielded back and the Senate vote on the amendments in the order listed, except for the following amendments, which will be voted on first: Nelson, No. 13; King, No. 60; a Barrasso side-by-side amendment, the text of which is at the desk; Manchin, No. 64; that there be no security order to these four amendments prior to the votes; finally, that there be 2 minutes, equally divided between the managers or their designees, prior to each vote and that all votes after the first in this series be 10 minutes in length.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Mr. SANDERS. Reserving the right to object—and I will not object—I have one mild correction.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Amendment No. 172 is Klobuchar-Sanders.

Mr. ENZI. Klobuchar, No. 172?

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, Klobuchar-Sanders. I know that because I am SANDERS. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMENTS Nos. 64, 13, 81, 104, 172, 61, 60, 83, 62, and 94 en bloc.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, I ask that the amendments be called up as under the previous order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendments en bloc.

The bill clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Vermont [Mr. SANDERS], for others, proposes amendments numbered 64, 13, 81, 104, 172, 61, 60, 83, 62, and 94 en bloc.

The amendments are as follows:

AMENDMENT No. 64

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would harm rural hospitals and health care providers)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. POINT OF ORDER AGAINST LEGISLATION THAT WOULD FINANCIALLY HARM RURAL HOSPITALS AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS BY REDUCING THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN RURAL COMMUNITIES WITH ACCESS TO HEALTH INSURANCE.

(a) POINT OF ORDER.—It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the House or conference report if the Congressional Budget Office has determined that it would—

(1) cause an increase in the rate of uninsured individuals and families in rural communities by an amount sufficient to substantially weaken the financial viability of rural hospitals (including small hospitals), clinics (including community health centers), or other health care providers; or

(2) reduce Federal funds upon which rural hospitals and community health centers rely.

(b) WAIVER AND APPEAL.—Subsection (a) may be waived or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members duly chosen and protesting. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (a).

AMENDMENT No. 13

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would repeal health reforms that closed the prescription drug coverage gap under Medicare)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. POINT OF ORDER AGAINST LEGISLATION THAT WOULD REPEAL THE HEALTH REFORMS THAT CLOSED THE PRESCRIPTION DRUG COVERAGE GAP UNDER MEDICARE.

(a) POINT OF ORDER.—It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment,
amendment between the Houses, or conference report that would repeal health reform legislation that closed the coverage gap in the Medicare prescription drug program under Title XVIII of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395w–101 et seq.).

(b) Wаіvеr аnd Ареаl.—Subsection (а) mау bе wаіvеd or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (а).

AMENDMENT NO. 81

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that makes young people sick again)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. DОNТ MАKЕ YОUNG PЕOPLE SICK AGAIN.

(a) PОІНТ ОF ОРЕR.—It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, between the Houses, or conference report that would make young people sick again.

(b) LЕGISLATION ТHАТ МАКES YОUNG PЕOPLE SICK AGAIN.—For the purposes of subsection (а), the term "would make young people sick again" in respect to legislation refers to any provision of a bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report, that would—

(1) reduce the number of young Americans enrolled in public or private health insurance coverage, as determined based on the March 2016 updated baseline budget projections by the Congressional Budget Office;

(2) weaken dependent coverage of children to the age of 26; or

(3) weaken access to care by increasing premiums or total out of pocket costs for young Americans with private insurance.

(c) WАІVЕR АND АРЕАL.—Subsection (а) mау bе wаіvеd or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (а).

AMENDMENT NO. 104

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would limit veterans' ability to choose VA health care)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. WОRМ МеN SICK AGAIN.

It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report that would require funding for non-Department of Veterans Affairs-provided care, funded by the Department of Veterans Affairs, which would reduce the availability of services directly provided by the Department of Veterans Affairs, including primary health care, mental health care, rural health care, and prosthetic care.

AMENDMENT NO. 172

(Purpose: To establish a deficit-neutral reserve fund relating to lowering prescription drug prices for Americans by importing drugs from Canada and other countries)

At the end of title III, add the following:

SEC. 3. DEFICIT-NEUTRAL RESERVE FUND RELATING TO LOWERING PRESCRIPTION DRUG PRICES FOR AMERICANS BY IMPORTING MEDICATIONS FROM CANADA AND OTHER COUNTRIES.

The Chairman of the Committee on the Budget of the Senate may reduce the allocations of a committee or committees, aggregates, and other appropriate levels in this resolution for one or more bills, joint resolutions, amendments, between the Houses, motions, or conference reports relating to lowering prescription drug prices, including through the importation of safe and affordable prescription drugs by American pharmacists, wholesalers, and individuals with a valid prescription from a provider licensed to practice in the United States, so provided in such legislation for those purposes, provided that such legislation would not increase the deficit over either the period of the total of fiscal years 2017 through 2026.

AMENDMENT NO. 61

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would make people with disabilities and chronic conditions sick again)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. POINT OF ORDER AGAINST LEGISLATION THAT WOULD MAKE PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AND CHRONIC CONDITIONS SICK AGAIN.

(a) PОІНТ ОF ОРЕR.—It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report that would—

(1) limit, reduce, or eliminate access to care for anyone with a pre-existing condition, such as a disability or chronic condition, as provided under section 2704 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 300gg–4), as amended by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Public Law 111–148);

(2) place a lifetime or annual cap on health insurance coverage for an individual with a disability or a chronic condition, as provided under section 2711 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 300gg–11), as amended by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; or

(3) allow a health plan or a provider to discriminate on the basis of an applicant's physical health status or the applicant's status to increase the cost of care, provide for fewer benefits, or in any way decrease access to health care as afforded under title I of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

(b) WАІVЕR АND АРЕАL.—Subsection (а) mау bе wаіvеd or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (а).

AMENDMENT NO. 68

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would weaken veterans' access to health care)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. POINT OF ORDER AGAINST LEGISLATION THAT WOULD WEAKEN VETERANS' ACCESS TO MEDICAL CARE.

It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report that would—

(1) limit, reduce, or eliminate access to care for veterans who have opted to expand eligibility for Medicare under section 2704 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 300gg–4), as amended by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; or

(2) place a lifetime or annual cap on health insurance coverage for an individual with a disability or a chronic condition, as provided under section 2711 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 300gg–11), as amended by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; or

(3) limit, reduce, or eliminate access to care for veterans who have opted to expand eligibility for Medicare under section 2704 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 300gg–4), as amended by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; or

(4) place a lifetime or annual cap on health insurance coverage for an individual with a disability or a chronic condition, as provided under section 2711 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 300gg–11), as amended by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

(b) WАІVЕR АND АРЕАL.—Subsection (а) mау bе wаіvеd or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (а).

AMENDMENT NO. 82

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would eliminate or reduce Federal funding to States under the Medicare expansion)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. POINT OF ORDER AGAINST ELIMINATING OR REDUCING FEDERAL FUNDING TO STATES UNDER THE MEDICAID EXPANSION.

(a) PОІНТ ОF ОРЕR.—It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report that would eliminate or reduce funding to States available under law in effect on the date of the adoption of this section that would provide comparable accessible health care to low-income Americans by eliminating or reducing the availability of Federal financial assistance to States available section 1902(a)(10)(A)(i)(VIII) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)(10)(A)(i)(VIII));

(b) WАІVЕR АND АРЕАL.—Subsection (а) mау bе wаіvеd or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (а).

AMENDMENT NO. 83

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would weaken access to health care)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. DON'T MAKE WOMEN SICK AGAIN.

It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report that would—

(1) increase the number of uninsured Americans; or

(2) decrease Medicaid enrollment in States that have opted to expand eligibility for medical assistance under that program for low-income, non-elderly individuals under the eligibility option established by the Affordable Care Act under section 1902(a)(10)(A)(i)(VIII) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)(10)(A)(i)(VIII));

(3) reduce the likelihood that any State that, as of the date of the adoption of this section, has not opted to expand Medicaid under the eligibility option established by the Affordable Care Act under section 1902(a)(10)(A)(i)(VIII) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)(10)(A)(i)(VIII)) would opt to use that eligibility option to expand eligibility for medical assistance under that program for low-income, non-elderly individuals; and

(4) increase the State share of Medicaid spending under that eligibility option.

(b) WАІVЕR АND АРЕАL.—Subsection (а) mау bе wаіvеd or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (а).
afforded to them under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Public Law 111-148).

(b) Legislation That Makes Women Sick Again.—For the purposes of subsection (a), the term ‘women sick again’ with respect to legislation refers to any provision of a bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report where—

(1) allow insurance companies to discriminate against women by—

(A) charging women higher premiums for health insurance based on their gender;

(B) allowing pregnancy to be used as a pre-existing condition by which to deny women coverage;

(C) permitting discrimination against providers who provide reproductive health care benefits or services to women; or

(D) otherwise discriminating against women based on their gender;

(2) reduce the number of women enrolled in health insurance coverage, as certified by the Congressional Budget Office; or

(3) eliminate, or reduce the scope or scale of, the benefits women would have received pursuant to the requirements under title I of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Public Law 111-148) and the amendments made to that title.

(c) Waiver and Appeal.—Subsection (a) may be waived or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (a).

AMENDMENT NO. 61

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would reduce access to substance use disorder treatment and worsen the opioid abuse epidemic)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. POINT OF ORDER AGAINST LEGISLATION THAT WOULD REDUCE ACCESS TO SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER PREVENTION, TREATMENT, AND RECOVERY SERVICES AND WORSEN THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC.

(a) POINT OF ORDER.—It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report which would reduce the expansion of access to substance use disorder prevention, treatment, and recovery services established through the expansion of the Medicaid program under section XIX of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.) and the consumer protections in the health insurance market, including protections for individuals with pre-existing conditions, the establishment of mental health and substance use disorder services as essential health benefits, the requirement that preventive services such as substance use disorder screenings be covered without cost-sharing at the point of service, and the expansion of mental health parity and addiction equity law to cover health plans in the individual market, and in so doing, worsen the opioid epidemic.

(b) WAIVER AND APPEAL.—Subsection (a) may be waived or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (a).

AMENDMENT NO. 94

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would reduce or eliminate access to mental health care)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

SEC. 4. POINT OF ORDER AGAINST REDUCING OR ELIMINATING ACCESS TO MENTAL HEALTH CARE.

(a) POINT OF ORDER.—It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill, joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report where—

(1) eliminating or reducing Federal financial assistance currently available to States under section 1905(y)(1) or 1905(z)(2) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396d(y)(1), 1396d(z)(2)) or otherwise eliminating or reducing mental health parity provisions established by the Affordable Care Act, including the addition of mental health services to the list of services covered under section 1937(b)(5) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396u-7(b)(5)); or

(2) reducing the affordability of coverage established by the Affordable Care Act’s consumer protection programs.

(b) WAIVER AND APPEAL.—Subsection (a) may be waived or suspended in the Senate only by an affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under subsection (a).

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 13

There is now 2 minutes of debate on Nelson amendment No. 13.

The Senator from Florida.

Mr. NELSON. Ladies and gentlemen of the Senate, if you really want to rile up the senior citizens of this country, then you start taking away their prescription drugs. If that is what you want to do, then you better vote against my amendment. If you take away the ACA, they are going to end up paying $1,000 per year, out of pocket, per senior citizen, for their prescription drug benefits. So if you want to support the seniors, you better support this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, this amendment is corrosive to the privilege of the budget resolution. That means that it is outside the scope of what is appropriate for this budget resolution. Any inappropriate amendment could be fatal to the privilege of the budget resolution, which would destroy our efforts to repeal ObamaCare. In other words, a vote in favor of this amendment is a vote against repealing ObamaCare.

In addition, this amendment is not germane to this budget resolution. This budget resolution is much more focused than a typical budget resolution. The Congressional Budget Act requires that amendments to a budget resolution be germane. Since this amendment does not meet the standard required by budget law, a point of order would lie; as such, I raise a point of order under section 305(b)(2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 305(b) of that act for purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for a vote by yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient second.
The question is on agreeing to the motion to waive. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk called the roll.

Mr. CORNYN. The following Senator is necessarily absent: the Senator from Alabama (Mr. SESSIONS).

Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the Senator from California (Mrs. FEINSTEIN) is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 47, nays 51, as follows:

[Roll Call Vote No. 7 Leg.]

YEAS—47

Baldwin
Benen
Blumenthal
Booker
Brown
Cantwell
Cardin
Casper
Coons
Cox
Daines
Donnelly
Duckworth
Durbin
Franken
Gilibrand

NAYS—49

Alexander
Barrasso
Blumenthal
Blinken
Booher
Brown
Cantwell
Cardin
Cassidy
Coon
Cortez Masto
Donnelly
Duckworth
Durbin
Franken
Gilibrand

NOT VOTING—2

Feinstein
Sessions

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this vote, the yeas are 47, the nays are 51.

Three-fifths of the Senators duly chosen and sworn not having voted in the affirmative, the motion is rejected.

The point of order is sustained and the amendment falls.

AMENDMENT NO. 69

There is now 2 minutes of debate prior to a vote on King amendment No. 69.

The Senator from Maine.

Mr. KING. Mr. President, I call this the Protect Workers in Rural America amendment. One of the lesser known provisions of the Affordable Care Act is that it doesn’t allow insurance companies to discriminate against people because of their occupations.

Before the Affordable Care Act, if you were a logger or a farmer, a fisherman, a miner, you could get exorbitant rates decided by some bureaucrat at an insurance company somewhere, and this is wrong.

So what I am trying to do is prohibit discrimination by occupation. We are trying to save an important part of this law. My distinguished chairman said this isn’t germane. I don’t see how it cannot be germane since the stated purpose of this bill is to begin the process of repealing the Affordable Care Act.

I ask my colleagues to vote with me. This is protecting workers in rural America.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s time has expired.

The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, this amendment is outside of the scope of what is appropriate for this budget resolution.

It is corrosive to the privilege of the budget. Any inappropriate amendment could be fatal to the privilege of this resolution, which would destroy our efforts to repeal ObamaCare. In other words, a vote in favor of this amendment is a vote against repealing ObamaCare.

In addition, this amendment is not germane to this budget resolution. This budget resolution is much more focused than a typical budget resolution.

The Congressional Budget Act requires that amendments to a budget resolution be germane. Since this amendment does not meet the standard required by law, a point of order would hold; as such, I raise a point of order under section 305(b)(2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

Mr. KING. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 305(b) of that act for purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient second.

The question is on agreeing to the motion to waive.

The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk called the roll.

Mr. CORNYN. The following Senator is necessarily absent: the Senator from Alabama (Mr. SESSIONS).

Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the Senator from California (Mrs. FEINSTEIN) is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. PERDUE). Are there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 48, nays 50, as follows:

[Roll Call Vote No. 8 Leg.]

YEAS—48

Alexander
Barrasso
Blumenthal
Booker
Brown
Cantwell
Cardin
Casper
Coons
Cox
Duckworth
Durbin
Franken
Gilibrand

NAYS—50

Blinken
Booher
Blinken
Blinken
Brown
Cantwell
Cardin
Cassidy
Coons
Cortez Masto
Donnelly
Duckworth
Durbin
Franken
Gilibrand

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this vote, the yeas are 48, the nays are 50.

AMENDMENT NO. 173

There will now be 2 minutes of debate prior to the vote on Barrasso amendment No. 173.

The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. BARRASSO. Mr. President, this is a side-by-side amendment to the McCain amendment. As a doctor, I understand how ObamaCare has been a disaster for patients and for health care providers. Because of this law, Americans have been left with higher premiums and fewer choices. This budget is an important first step in giving Americans better and more affordable health care.

I am especially aware of the importance of helping folks in rural America, people who have been especially hard hit by the policies of the Obama administration. Since 2010, more than 70 rural hospitals have closed across the United States and Ezekiel Emanuel, who is the architect of Obamacare, wrote a book, and he said that 1,000 hospitals have to close the United States. That is what he called for. 1,000. We are talking about rural hospitals all around this country.

So for people in small towns all across the Nation, the closures we have already experienced, these 70 closures, have had a devastating impact. My amendment says that Congress is ready to help all Americans but especially those living in rural America who have been hurt by ObamaCare.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, I urge a strong “no” vote on the Barrasso amendment. The language calls for strengthening Social Security, but we all know what strengthening Social Security means. It means cutting Social Security. It means cutting Medicare. We are into Orwellian language. “Strengthening” is not cutting programs, it is not throwing 200 million Americans off health insurance, it is not privatizing Medicare, it is not raising prescription drug costs for senior citizens. I urge a “no” vote on the Barrasso amendment.
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The PRESIDING OFFICIAL. The Senator from West Virginia.

Mr. MANCHIN. Mr. President, I am rising because I oppose this amendment because this is not the way this body should work. The politics of the people spoke loud and clear. Politics is not going to be accepted. I have an amendment with a point of order, and this amendment was pushed in front of this vote so it would be a Republican vote and not a Democratic, and I can tell you, I am sick and tired of it, and the people of America are too.

The PRESIDING OFFICIAL. The Senator's time has expired.

The question is on the Barrasso amendment.

Mr. MANCHIN. Mr. President, I raise a point of order that the pending amendment is not germane to the underlying resolution and therefore violates section 305(b)(2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

The PRESIDING OFFICIAL. The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. BARRASKY. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, and the waiver provisions of applicable budget resolutions, I move to waive all applicable budget resolutions for purposes of amendment No. 173, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICIAL. Is there a second?

There is a sufficient second.

The question is on agreeing to the motion to waive.

The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk called the roll.

Mr. CORKYN. The following Senator is necessarily absent: the Senator from Alabama (Mr. SESSIONS).

Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the amendment falls.

The Senator from Vermont 

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the following amendments be agreed to, and I object to the amendment being reported by number, and that they be considered following disposition of the Stabenow amendment No. 94; Cantwell amendment No. 143; Brown amendment No. 86; and Coons amendment No. 126.

The PRESIDING OFFICIAL. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The senior assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS), for others, proposes amendments numbered 143, 86, and 126 en bloc.

The amendments are as follows:

AMENDMENT NO. 143

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would undermine the private insurance market that has made in children's health, which have resulted in the lowest uninsured rate for children in the nation's history.)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

At the end of title IV, add the following:

POINT OF ORDER AGAINST ANY Joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report that makes changes to the Medicare program under title XIX of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. et seq.), the Children's Health Insurance Program under title XXI (42 U.S.C. 1505a), or Federal requirements for private health insurance coverage unless the Congressional Budget Office certifies that such changes would not result in lower coverage rates, reduced benefits, or decreased affordability for children receiving coverage through the Medicaid Program, the Children's Health Insurance Program, or the private insurance market that has made in children's health, which have resulted in the lowest uninsured rate for children in the nation's history.

Subsection (b).

The amendments are as follows:

AMENDMENT NO. 86

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would permit lifetime limits on health care coverage)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

POINT OF ORDER AGAINST ANY Joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report that would permit lifetime limits on health care coverage.

Subsection (a).

The amendments are as follows:

AMENDMENT NO. 126

(Purpose: To create a point of order against legislation that would permit lifetime limits on health care coverage)

At the end of title IV, add the following:

POINT OF ORDER AGAINST ANY Joint resolution, motion, amendment, amendment between the Houses, or conference report that would permit lifetime limits on health care coverage.

Subsection (a).
AMENDMENTS Nos. 167 and 176 en bloc

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that following disposition of the Manchin amendment No. 64, the Senate vote in relation to the following amendments in the order listed, with the expansions of the previous order remaining in effect; further, that there be no second-degree amendments in order to the amendments listed; and, finally, that the Heller amendment No. 167 and the Flake amendment No. 176 be called up and reported by number en bloc.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The bill clerk reads as follows:
The Senator from Wyoming (Mr. Enzi), for others, proposes amendments numbered 167 and 176 en bloc.

The amendments are as follows:

**AMENDMENT NO. 167**

(Purpose: To establish a deficit-neutral re-
serve fund relating to strengthening Social Security, repealing Obamacare, which has increased health care costs, raised taxes on middle-class families, reduced access to primary care, created disincentives for work, and caused tens of thousands of Americans to lose coverage they had and liked, and replacing it with patient-centered, step-by-step health reforms that provide access to quality, affordable private health care coverage for all American's and their families by increasing competition, protecting State and individual choice, and safeguarding consumer protections that Americans support.)

At the end of title III, add the following:

**SEC. 2. DEFICIT-NEUTRAL RESERVE FUND RELATING TO STRENGTHENING SOCIAL SECURITY OR REPEALING AND REPLACING OBAMACARE.**

The Chairman of the Committee on the Budget of the Senate may revise the allocations of a committee or committees, aggregates, and other appropriate levels in this resolution for one or more bills, joint resolutions, amendments, amendments between the Houses, reports relating to improving veterans' housing and health care for veterans and their dependents, which may include repealing Obamacare, facilitating medical facility leases, reforming veterans housing programs, and prohibiting the Secretary of Veterans Affairs from employing individuals who have been convicted of a felony and medical personnel who have ever had their medical licenses or credentials revoked or suspended, by the amounts provided in such legislation for those purposes, provided that such legislation would not increase the deficit over either the period of the total of fiscal years 2017 through 2026 or the period of the total of fiscal years 2017 through 2026.

**AMENDMENT NO. 168**

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is now 2 minutes of debate prior to a vote on Manchin amendment No. 64.

The Senator from West Virginia,

Mr. MANCHIN. Mr. President, basically, if you are concerned about your rural hospital or health care system centers, this is the amendment that will save them. This is the amendment that will save rural America. You can go home and say, basically, that we have made sure that no matter what happens with the Affordable Care Act, we are going to make sure we protect our rural hospitals and rural clinics. That being said, all of us have rural areas in our States. I urge the adoption of this amendment and the support of this amendment. It has the teeth of the budget point of order.

So I urge everybody: If you care about your health care providers—the economic engine, the protection of your people in your areas that have very poor health care coverage right now—make sure you vote in support of this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming,

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, this amendment is not germane to this budget resolution. This budget resolution is focused on defeating ObamaCare. So anything other than that is outside of the scope of the resolution.

The Congressional Budget Act requires that amendments to a budget resolution be germane. Since this amendment doesn't meet the standard required by budget law, a point of order would lie.

So I am compelled as chairman of the Senate Budget Committee to raise a point of order against the amendment under section 309(b)(1) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from West Virginia,

Mr. MANCHIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 309(b)(1).

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming,

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, making a clarification that the numbers of the amendment under section 309(b)(1) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from West Virginia,

Mr. MANCHIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 309(b)(1) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 309(b)(2) of that act for purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient second.

The question is on agreeing to the motion to waive. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk called the roll.

Mr. CORNYN. The following Senator is necessarily absent: the Senator from Alabama (Mr. Sessions).

Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the Senator from California (Mrs. Feinstein) is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 51, nays 47, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 10 Leg.]

YEAS—51

Baldwin          Gillibrand         Murray
Bennet           Harris           Nelson
Blumenthal       Hassan          Peters
Booher           Heinrich         Portman
Brown            Hestamp          Reed
Capito           Hirono           Schatz
Cassidy          Kaine            Schumenger
Carr             King             Shaheen
Caso             Kobuchar         Stabenow
Collins          Leahy            Teary
Coons            Manchin          Udall
Corzine          Martinez         Van Hollen
Donnelly         McCaskill        Warner
Durbin           Menendez         Warren
Duckworth        Merkley          Whitehouse
Franken          Murphy           Wyden

NAYS—47

Alexander        Flake            Paul
Barrasso         Gardner          Perdue
Brent            Graham           Peters
Boozman          Grassley         Portman
Burr             Hatch            Rounds
Cassidy          Hoeven           Rubio
Cochrane         Inhofe           Sanders
Corker           Jackson          Scott
Corzine          Johnson         Shelby
Cotton           Kennedy         Sullivan
Crapp            Lankford        Thune
Cruz             Lee              Tillis
Daines           McCain          Toomey
Emm            McConnell         Wicker
Enzi            Moran            Wicker
Fischler         Murkowski        Young

NOT VOTING—2

Feinstein

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this vote, the yeas are 51, the nays are 47.

Three-fifths of the Senators duly chosen and sworn not having voted in the affirmative, the motion is rejected.

The point of order is sustained and the amendment falls.

**AMENDMENT NO. 167**

The PRESIDING OFFICER. This is now 2 minutes of debate prior to a vote on Heller amendment No. 167.

The Senator from Arizona,

Mr. HELLER. Mr. President, amendment No. 167 is a side-by-side. This amendment makes good on two promises to the American people. One is to
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Mr. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, it is my understanding that the resolution is necessary. The Senate from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, the amendment be aptly called the Orwellian amendment because it says one thing and does something very much the opposite. It talks about strengthening Social Security, affordable coverage for all Americans. What is really going on is a desire to cut Social Security benefits and throw 20 million Americans off of health insurance. I urge the defeat of this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. HELLER. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.

Ms. BALDWIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. CORNYN. The following Senator is necessarily absent: the Senator from California (Mrs. Feinstein).

Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the Senator from California (Mrs. Feinstein) is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Ms. BALDWIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, I believe the amendment to stand and call the vote in support of this amendment to protect our future generations with health care coverage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Ms. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.

Ms. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.

Ms. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.

Ms. BERNSTEIN. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 306(b)(2) of that act for the purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arizona.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the waiver of applicable budget resolutions, I move to waive applicable sections of the Budget Act of 1974 for purposes of amendment No. 176, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second? There appears to be a sufficient second.

The question is on agreeing to the motion to waive.

The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. President, I rise in favor of Flake amendment No. 176.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 50, nays 48, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 13 Leg.]

MAJOR NAY VOTERS—3

Baldwin
Bennett
Berenstain
Booker
Brown
Canwell
Cardin
Carper
Caucus
Cox
Curts Masto
Donnelly
Duckworth
Durbin
Franken
Gillibrand

NOT VOTING—2

Feinstein
Sessions

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this vote, the yeas are 50, the nays are 48.

Three-fifths of the Senators duly chosen and sworn not having voted in the affirmative, the motion is rejected.

The point of order is sustained and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there an objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment falls.

The point of order is sustained, and the amendment falls.
The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 48, nays 50, as follows:

[Roll Call Vote No. 14 Leg.]

**YEAS—48**

Baldwin
Bennet
Blumenthal
Booker
Brown
Cantwell
Cardin
Carper
Casey
Coons
Cortez Masto
Donnelly
Duckworth
Durbin
Franken
Gillibrand

**NAYS—50**

Alexander
Barrasso
Blumenthal
Boozman
Burr
Capsio
Cardiss
Cochran
Collins
Corker
Corry
Cotton
Crapo
Cruz
Daines
Daines
Daines
Emmett
Franken

**NOT VOTING—2**

Feinstein
Sessions

---

**The PRESIDING OFFICER.** On this vote, the yeas are 48, the nays are 50.

Three-fifths of the Senators duly chosen and sworn not having voted in the affirmative, the motion is rejected.

The point of order is sustained and the amendment fails.

The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, after the Casey vote, we expect that the next three votes that we are still working to lock in after this vote will be Barrasso No. 181, Hatch No. 179, and Menendez No. 83. We are still asking for a unanimous consent agreement at this point. We just want people to be aware of the paperwork that is being done so that they can be ready for votes on those when we do lock them in.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, the Congressional Budget Act requires that amendments to a budget resolution be germane. Since this amendment does not meet the standard raised by budget law, a point of order would lie. As such, I raise a point of order against this amendment under section 305(b)(2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, pursuant to section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive section 305(b)(2) of that act for purposes of the pending amendment, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second?

The question is on agreeing to the amendment.

The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that following the disposition of the Casey amendment No. 61, the Senate vote in relation to the following amendments in the order listed, with all other provisions of the previous order remaining in full force and effect, that there be no second-degree amendments in order to the amendments listed. That would be Barrasso No. 181, Hatch No. 179, and Menendez No. 83.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, I also ask unanimous consent that Senator CORRER be recognized to offer amendment No. 106 and that the amendment be reported by number. I further ask that there then be 2 minutes of debate on the amendment to be controlled by Senator CORRER or his designee, and following the use or yielding back of time, the amendment be withdrawn.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from Tennessee.

---

**AMENDMENT NO. 106**

Mr. CORRER. Mr. President, we have had a number of discussions about how to go about repealing and replacing the health care bill that is now law in our country. We have had a number of very thoughtful discussions on our side. I know a date has been put in this reconciliation—this reconciliation of January 27, and we realize that is not a real date. That is a placeholder. That is the earliest they can come back.

In talking with leadership and working through this, we understand that everyone here understands the importance of doing it right, giving Tom PRICE, the new HHS person, the time to weigh in and help us make this work in the appropriate way. For that reason, we plan to withdraw this amendment and place our faith in the fact that we are going to do this in a manner that works well for the American people.

I yield to Senator PORTMAN.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio.

Mr. PORTMAN. Mr. President, our amendment was about ensuring that the second step in improving the health care system for our constituents was done in a thoughtful way. We now have assurances from leadership that certainly is their intent and that this date is not a date that is set in stone. In fact, it is the earliest we could do it, but it could take longer. We believe that it might.

With that, we would like to withdraw the amendment, with assurances that we will have this time to be able to put together something that will, in fact, ensure that our constituents can better deal with the broken health care system.

Mr. CORKER. Mr. President, if there is any time, I would like to also say there have been a lot of concerns about the fiscal act. I raised the concern that we do it in a manner that does not waste taxpayer resources. There has been another concern—obviously, making sure that these health care plans stay in place during transition. Both discussions have been very thoughtful, very helpful, and I think that everyone understands what is at stake in this process, and hopefully we will move through it in a way that will reflect the fact that we want this to work for the American people.

I yield the floor.

Ms. COLLINS. Mr. President, one of my top priorities as a Senator has been to expand access to affordable health care for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.

Unfortunately, my fears are now reality. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, premiums for employer-sponsored family health plans now top $18,000 per year, up nearly $5000 since 2009. Deductibles have also been rising: in 2009, only one in five workers enrolled in single-coverage employer plans faced a deductible over $1000. Today more than half do.

In Maine, premiums on the Exchange will fall for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.

Ms. COLLINS. Mr. President, one of my top priorities as a Senator has been to expand access to affordable health care for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.

Unfortunately, my fears are now reality. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, premiums for employer-sponsored family health plans now top $18,000 per year, up nearly $5000 since 2009. Deductibles have also been rising: in 2009, only one in five workers enrolled in single-coverage employer plans faced a deductible over $1000. Today more than half do.

In Maine, premiums on the Exchange will fall for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.

Unfortunately, my fears are now reality. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, premiums for employer-sponsored family health plans now top $18,000 per year, up nearly $5000 since 2009. Deductibles have also been rising: in 2009, only one in five workers enrolled in single-coverage employer plans faced a deductible over $1000. Today more than half do.

In Maine, premiums on the Exchange will fall for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.

Unfortunately, my fears are now reality. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, premiums for employer-sponsored family health plans now top $18,000 per year, up nearly $5000 since 2009. Deductibles have also been rising: in 2009, only one in five workers enrolled in single-coverage employer plans faced a deductible over $1000. Today more than half do.

In Maine, premiums on the Exchange will fall for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.

Unfortunately, my fears are now reality. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, premiums for employer-sponsored family health plans now top $18,000 per year, up nearly $5000 since 2009. Deductibles have also been rising: in 2009, only one in five workers enrolled in single-coverage employer plans faced a deductible over $1000. Today more than half do.

In Maine, premiums on the Exchange will fall for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.

Unfortunately, my fears are now reality. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, premiums for employer-sponsored family health plans now top $18,000 per year, up nearly $5000 since 2009. Deductibles have also been rising: in 2009, only one in five workers enrolled in single-coverage employer plans faced a deductible over $1000. Today more than half do.

In Maine, premiums on the Exchange will fall for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.

Unfortunately, my fears are now reality. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, premiums for employer-sponsored family health plans now top $18,000 per year, up nearly $5000 since 2009. Deductibles have also been rising: in 2009, only one in five workers enrolled in single-coverage employer plans faced a deductible over $1000. Today more than half do.

In Maine, premiums on the Exchange will fall for all Americans. I have always believed that the key to achieving this goal is to bring down the cost of health care, so more Americans can afford to purchase the health insurance that they need. During debate over the Affordable Care Act, I raised the concern that the bill’s cumbersome “one size fits all” approach would do more harm than good and would result in an even more expensive, broken, and unsustainable health care system.
Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the Senator from California (Mrs. FEIN-STEIN) is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Ms. MUR-KOWSKI). Are there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote? There are no more Senators desiring to vote—yeas 47, nays 51, as follows:

(Rollcall Vote No. 16 Leg.)

YEAS—47

Alexander
Barrasso
Billings
Boozman
Burr
Capito
Cassidy
Cochran
Collins
Corker
Corbyn
Cotton
Crapo
Daines
Enzi
Ernst
Fischer
Flake
Gardner
Graham
Grassley
Hatch
Heitkamp
Inhofe
Johnson
Kaine
Kaine
Kentucky
Kennedy
Johnson
 indefinitely absent: the Senator from California (Mrs. FEIN-STEIN) is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, the repeal of the Affordable Care Act will throw perhaps up to 30 million people off of health insurance. I would yield to my friends if they will tell me now what the replacement is. How many of those 30 million people are going to die? What is your plan to cover them, plus the other 28 million people who have no health insurance? How are you going to end the international embarrassment of the United States being the only major country on Earth not to guarantee health care to all people?

They don’t have a plan. I understand Senator CORCKER wants more time. Maybe they will develop a plan. Right now what they are talking about is repealing legislation which has brought millions of people health care, and they have no substitute.

I would urge the defeat of the Bar-rasso amendment.

Madam President, I raise a point of order on Barrasso amendment No. 181, that the pending amendment is not germane to the underlying resolution and therefore violates section 305(b)(2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. BARRASSO. Mr. President, pursuant to the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 and the waiver provisions of applicable budget resolutions, I move to waive all applicable sections of that act and applicable budget resolutions for the purposes of Barrasso amendment No. 181, and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient second.

The question is on agreeing to the motion to waive. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk calls the roll.

Mr. CORNYN. The following Senator is necessarily absent: the Senator from Alabama (Mr. SESSIONS).
The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this vote, the yeas are 48, the nays are 50.

Three-fifths of the Senators duly chosen and sworn not having voted in the affirmative, the amendment is rejected.

The point of order is sustained and the amendment falls.

The Senator from Tennessee.

AMENDMENT NO. 174

Mr. ALEXANDER. Madam President, this amendment is an amendment I believe almost every Senator will want to vote for because this is an amendment that guarantees that when you walk into the local drugstore, your medicine is safe because you know that it has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

This amendment clarifies the current law, which says that if you sell a prescription drug in the United States, it has to be approved by the Food and Drug Administration. It may be made overseas—and many are, and they are sold here—but they are approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

I have the privilege of being the chairman of the HELP Committee, and I can’t tell you the number of impassioned speeches I have heard from my Democratic friends about the importance of drug safety and the gold standard for the Food and Drug Administration. So if you are for the gold standard of the Food and Drug Administration, if you are for making prescription drugs approved by the FDA, vote yes. If you are against it, vote no.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator wish to call up his amendment?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Madam President, I call up my amendment No. 174 and ask unanimous consent that it be reported by number.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the clerk will report the amendment by number.

The legislative clerk read as follows: The Senator from Tennessee [Mr. ALEXANDER] proposes an amendment numbered 174.

The amendment is as follows: (Purpose: To strengthen Social Security and Medicare without raiding them to pay for new government programs, like Obamacare, that have failed Americans by increasing premiums and reducing affordable health care options, to reform Medicaid without prioritizing able-bodied work, to reform Medicare, to reform Medicaid, and to reform the Affordable Care Act’s Medicaid expansion.)

The amendment clarifies the current law, which says that if you sell a prescription drug in the United States, it has to be approved by the Food and Drug Administration. It may be made overseas—and many are, and they are sold here—but they are approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

I have the privilege of being the chairman of the HELP Committee, and I can’t tell you the number of impassioned speeches I have heard from my Democratic friends about the importance of drug safety and the gold standard for the Food and Drug Administration. So if you are for the gold standard of the Food and Drug Administration, if you are for making prescription drugs approved by the FDA, vote yes. If you are against it, vote no.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator wish to call up his amendment?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Madam President, I call up my amendment No. 174 and ask unanimous consent that it be reported by number.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the clerk will report the amendment by number.

The legislative clerk read as follows: The Senator from Tennessee [Mr. ALEXANDER] proposes an amendment numbered 174.

The amendment is as follows: (Purpose: To strengthen Social Security and Medicare without raiding them to pay for new government programs, like Obamacare, that have failed Americans by increasing premiums and reducing affordable health care options, to reform Medicaid without prioritizing able-bodied work, to reform Medicare, to reform Medicaid, and to reform the Affordable Care Act’s Medicaid expansion.)

The amendment clarifies the current law, which says that if you sell a prescription drug in the United States, it has to be approved by the Food and Drug Administration. It may be made overseas—and many are, and they are sold here—but they are approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

I have the privilege of being the chairman of the HELP Committee, and I can’t tell you the number of impassioned speeches I have heard from my Democratic friends about the importance of drug safety and the gold standard for the Food and Drug Administration. So if you are for the gold standard of the Food and Drug Administration, if you are for making prescription drugs approved by the FDA, vote yes. If you are against it, vote no.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator wish to call up his amendment?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Madam President, I call up my amendment No. 174 and ask unanimous consent that it be reported by number.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the clerk will report the amendment by number.

The legislative clerk read as follows: The Senator from Tennessee [Mr. ALEXANDER] proposes an amendment numbered 174.

The amendment is as follows: (Purpose: To strengthen Social Security and Medicare without raiding them to pay for new government programs, like Obamacare, that have failed Americans by increasing premiums and reducing affordable health care options, to reform Medicaid without prioritizing able-bodied work, to reform Medicare, to reform Medicaid, and to reform the Affordable Care Act’s Medicaid expansion.)